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Introduction. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) prepares an annual report for interested parties 
in accordance with reporting requirements of the "Biological Opinion (BiOp) on the Operation of the 
Missouri River Main Stem System, Operation and Maintenance of the Missouri River Bank Stabilization 
and Navigation Project (BSNP), and Operation of the Kansas River Reservoir System" prepared by the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) dated November 30,2000 and the Amendment, thereto, dated 
December 16,2003. 
This annual report documents the Corps threatened and endangered species conservation activities to 
comply with the provisions of the 2000 BiOp and the 2003 Amendment to the BiOp for the calendar year 
(CY) 2005. Only those items that are required for CY 2005 or have been accelerated in the BiOp schedule 
are included. Corps conservation activities and progress in implementation of the elements of the 
Reasonable and Prudent Alternative (RPA), Reasonable and Prudent Measures (RPM), and Conservation 
Recommendations (CR) in the 2003 amended BiOp for CY 2005 are summarized as follows. 
I. Pallid Sturgeon. 1) shallow water habitat (SWH) design and construction activities, 2) pallid sturgeon 
propagationlaugmentation support, 3) pallid sturgeon population assessment implementation, 4) research, 
monitoring, and evaluation activities, and 5) physical and biological monitoring. 
11. Least Tern and P i ~ i n g  Plover. 1) emergent sandbar habitat (ESH) creation; 2) preparation of a 
programmatic environmental impact statement for emergent sandbar habitat creation activities; 3) research, 
monitoring, arid evaluation efforts; 4) Reasonable and Prudent Measures; and 5) other research efforts. 
111. EcoSvstem. 1) bald eagle research and 2) construction of Columbia Bottoms. 
IV. Missouri River Comprehensive Recoverv Program. 1) Missouri River Recovery Implementation 
(including the Missouri River Master Water Control Manual Review and Update), 2) main stem Water 
Management in CY 2005, and 3) main stem Water Management CY 2005 litigation. 
I. Pallid Sturgeon. 
I.A. Shallow Water Habitat Desien and Construction Activities. 
I.A. 1. Omaha District. 
The Omaha District had four SWH construction activities in fiscal year (FY) 2005. A brief description of 
each activity follows. 
Kansas Bend, River Mile (RM) 546 to 543. Right Bank (Nebraska). This project is part of the original 
mitigation program and consists of two separate chutes that were completed in the fall of 2005. The upper 
chute is approximately 1.5 miles long with the bottom elevation set at 5 feet below the construction 
reference plane (CRP) elevation. The chute is actively eroding and will provide approximately 35 acres of 
SWH once it is filly developed. The lower chute is approximately 0.75 miles long and the bottom 
elevation is set at 3 feet below the CRP. This chute is also actively eroding and will provide 10 to 12 acres 
of SWH habitat once it is fully developed. Both chutes were designed and constructed to intercept flood 
plain swales. This will allow water to be introduced into wetlands more frequently. Pictures of the chutes 
are shown below. 
Kansas Bend Upper and Lower Chutes 
Plattsmouth Bend, RM 594.5 to 592.2, Right Bank (Nebraska). This project consists of a chute through the 
Schilling Wildlife Management Area and was a partnership with the Nebraska Game and Parks 
Commission. The chute construction was initiated in July of 2005 and completed in September of 2005. 
The project also included hydraulic connections to an existing isolated flood plain lake (approximately 20 
acres). Once fully developed, the chute will provide 40 to 50 acres of SWH within the chute plus the lake 
habitat. This project is located just downstream of the confluence of the Missouri and Platte Rivers which 
are believed to be critical habitat for the Pallid Sturgeon. A picture of the project is shown below. 
Plattsmouth Bend 
Hole-in-the-Rock. RM 706. Right Bank (Nebraska. Omaha Indian Reservation). This project is part of the 
original mitigation program and consists of a dredged backwater. The backwater is a historic remnant of an 
oxbow that was created when the BSNP was constructed. This site is also a significant religious and 
cultural area for the Omaha Indian Tribe. The constructed project will create a backwater with varying 
depths, widths, and side slopes that will provide 7 to 10 acres of SWH once complete. The project is 
scheduled for completion in the spring of FY 2006. A picture of the project is shown below. 
Hole-in-the-Rock Project 
Glovers Point Bend. RM 713.5 to 71 1 .O, Right Bank (Nebraska, Winnebago Indian Reservation). This 
project is part of the original mitigation program and consists of a chute and constructed backwater. The 
project was functionally complete in September of 2005. The chute will provide 45 to 50 acres of SWH 
once it is fully eroded and the backwater area is providing 20 to 30 acres of SWH. A picture of the project 
is shown below. 
Glovers Point Bend Project 
Design Activities. A number of design activities were completed in FY 2005. A summary is provided 
below. 
Completed the Plans and Specifications for the Blackbird Bend Chute, RM 697.5 to 694.5, Left Bank 
(Iowa, Omaha Indian Reservation). This project will create approximately 35 acres of SWH and will 
connect over 300 acres of existing SWH area in Tieville and Upper and Middle Decatur Bends. 
Continued design activities for the Lower Decatur Bend Section 1 135 Project, RM 689 to 684.5, Right 
Bank (Nebraska). This project is a joint project between the Corps, the Papio-Missouri River NRD, and the 
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) that will result in both in-channel and off-channel SWH. 
Construction is scheduled to begin in late FY 2006 or early FY 2007. 
Completed the 35 percent design on the Tyson Bend chute and backwater project, RM 656 to 653, Left 
Bank (Iowa). This project will be ready to award in the 4th quarter of FY 2005, pending real estate 
requirements. 
Designed revetment segmenting at Desoto Cut-off. This is a joint project with the Corps and the Desoto 
National Wildlife Refuge and consists of removing portions of the revetment in order to create depth and 
velocity diversity along the outsides of the bends. This project will be ready to award in the spring of 2006. 
Moved the Council Bend project (RM 617.5 to 616.5, Left Bank) from the Section 1 135 Program to the 
Recovery Program and continued to develop the design with the City of Council Bluffs, the Iowa 
Department of Natural Resources, and the Iowa Department of Transportation. This project consists of a 
chute that is approximately 1 mile long. The contract will be ready to award in late FY 2006. 
I.A.2. Kansas Citv District. 
Two chutes were partially constructed within the Kansas City District in 2005. They are the Worthwine 
Island and Tadpole Chutes. Worthwine Island Chute is located between RM 459 to 457. The estimated 
completion date is April 2006. Tadpole Chute is located between RM 178 to 180. This chute is estimated 
to be completed in May of 2006. Three other chutes were partially designed in 2005. They are: 1) Rush 
Bottoms Chute located from RM 502 to 500; 2) Thurnau Chute - Tarkio River Delta located at RM 508; 
and 3) Jameson Island Chute located at RM 2 16 to 2 1 1. Refinement and adjustments of existing shallow 
water sites were made at Monkey Mountain at RM 466 to 464, Worthwine Island at RM 459 to 456, 
Benedictine Bottoms at RM 428 to 424, and Weston Bend at RM 403 to 402. 
I.B. Pallid Sturgeon Propagation and Augmentation Program. 
The Pallid Sturgeon Propagation and Population Augmentation Program utilizes six hatcheries located 
throughout the Missouri River basin to meet the stocking needs of the species. These hatcheries include the 
Blind Pony State Fish Hatchery (SFH) in Sweet Springs, Missouri, the Neosho National Fish Hatchery 
(NFH) in Neosho, Missouri, the Gavins Point NFH in Yankton, South Dakota, the Gamson Dam NFH in 
Riverdale, North Dakota, the Miles City SFH in Miles City, Montana, and the Bozeman Fish Technology 
Center in Bozeman, Montana (Figure 1). 
cf-. Missouri River Basin 
Figure 1. Map showing the locations of the Pallid Sturgeon hatcheries participating in the Propagation and 
Population Augmentation Program. 
The Program currently consists of two primary components. The Annual Supplemental Support 
Component as derived based on the 2000 Missouri River Biological Opinion and the Facility 
Improvements Component as outlined in the Corps 2003 Missouri River Biological Assessment. The 
Annual Supplemental Support portion of this program provides resources to each of the participating 
hatcheries as determined by the Program's Product Delivery Team (the Pallid Propagation Team) to ensure 
the most equitable use of the program's resources to meet the stocking needs of the species. The Facility 
Improvements portion of the program is a short-term component addressing limitations in the capabilities 
of the hatcheries to meet annual stocking targets. The intent of this component is to increase the quantity 
and the quality of the hatchery produced pallid sturgeon to more effectively fulfill the stocking goals in 
each of the four Recovery Priority Management Areas contained within the Missouri River System to 
maximize the opportunity for species recovery. 
Relative to all of the facilities, a portion of the annual supplemental support offsets costs associated with 
feed, utilities, distribution costs, and routine replacement equipment items (e.g., ultraviolet disinfection 
bulbs, filtration components, etc.). 
In 2005, the Corps was able to allocate resources above the level of Annual Supplemental Support by 
purchasing Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags. The tags are used for marking individual fish to 
facilitate the information gained from complementary monitoring programs (the Pallid Sturgeon Population 
Assessment Program and the Pallid Sturgeon Habitat Assessment and Monitoring Program) conducted in 
the high priority river segments as identified in the BiOp. 
A variety of marking methods have been utilized to identify hatchery fish which enhances the scientists' 
understanding of the species (i.e., growth, movement, survival). The PIT tag provides the maximum 
amount of information specific to individual fish. Smaller juveniles (that cannot be PIT tagged based on 
size) are marked with tags such as elastomer tag (visual) or a coded wire tag. These tags provide less 
information, but, at a minimum, differentiate between hatchery and wild fish. In the event of no tag, as is 
the case when fry (<20 days old) are stocked, the genetic tools are now available to differentiate these 
stocked fish from those naturally reproduced. 
I.B. 1. Garrison Dam National Fish Hatchew (NFH). 
Garrison utilized adult pallid sturgeon collected from the Yellowstone/Missouri River confluence area in 
North Dakota. A single female was spawned and crossed with three males. Milt from these males was also 
used at the Bozeman and Miles City facilities for their spawning efforts. Leutinizing HormoneReleasing 
Hormone (LHRH) was utilized to induce spenniation and ovulation in these adults to facilitate spawning. 
This female yielded 117,500 eggs, representing three half-sibling family crosses. An additional 8,000 eggs 
were received from the Miles City hatchery and 18,900 eggs received from the Gavins Point hatchery. An 
average hatch of 45 percent was documented for the eggs that were retained on station. 
A variety of diets was used throughout the culture efforts including BioDiet, Silver Cup, and live feed 
(bloodworms). The water source for the facility is Lake Sakakawea (Missouri River). Water treatments 
include filtration, ultraviolet disinfection, heating with boilers, and degassing with packed columns. Mean 
water temperatures were 67 (Oct), 65 (Nov), 64 (Dec), 61 (Jan), 54.5 (Feb), 52 (Mar), no temperature data 
for April and May (as there were no production fish were on station at this time), 63 (Jun), 64 (Jul), 67 
(Aug), 67 (Sep), and the temperatures ranged from 5 1 to 73 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the year. 
Fish health inspections tested negative for the iridovirus for all family lots. 
Nearly 5,000 juvenile pallid sturgeons (2004 year class) were stocked in the Missouri River in Sioux City, 
Iowa, and Kansas City, Missouri, in 2005. Over 9,000 juvenile pallid sturgeons were stocked (2005 year 
class) in the Missouri River below Fort Peck Dam and also in the Yellowstone River. 
The facility participated in the diet evaluation test trials utilizing the developmental diets produced by the 
Bozeman Fish Technology Center (FTC). 
An ultraviolet disinfection system was installed to address parasite and iridovirus infections that may be 
endemic in the water supply for the hatchery. The ultraviolet system will improve water quality and reduce 
the potential for parasite infestations and disease outbreaks. 
I.B.2. Miles City State Fish Hatchery. 
Miles City conducted spawning using wild pallid sturgeon adults captured in North Dakota near the 
confluence of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers. Two females and two males were successfully 
spawned and milt from two additional males from the Garrison Dam NFH was also used to create a total of 
six families. LHRH was administered to induce spermiation and ovulation. A total exceeding 200,000 
eggs was successfully spawned. Approximately 79 percent of the eggs retained on station hatched with a 
portion of the eggs being shipped to the Gavins Point and Garrison Dam NFHs. 
A variety of commercial feeds was utilized (Bio Diet, Silver Cup). Water temperature ranged from 45 to 
72 degrees Fahrenheit with a mean temperature of 45 degrees Fahrenheit from November through April 
and mean temperatures of 54 (May), 63 (Jun), 64 (Jul), 68 (Aug), 60 (Sep), and 55 (Oct). The primary 
water source is from the Yellowstone River and a well with limited well water capacity. All water is 
filtered, ultraviolet disinfected, and heated (boiler) or chilled to provide optimum temperature to achieve 
growth and maintain health. 
Fish health inspections tested negative for the iridovirus for all family lots. 
Over 5,000 juvenile pallid sturgeon were stocked (representative of the 2004 and 2005 year classes) in the 
Missouri River both above and below Fort Peck Reservoir and in the Yellowstone River. An additional 
33,000 fry were stocked in the Marias River near Loma, Montana. 
The facility received resources for the purchase of tanks. The additional 4 and 5 feet circular tanks will 
increase future production capabilities by approximately 75 percent (4,200 fish total for facility). A single 
large additional tank was also purchased which will enable the facility to hold and spawn additional wild 
pallid sturgeon above and beyond previous capabilities. 
I.B.3. Bozeman Fish Technolow Center. 
The Bozeman FTC conducted streamside spawning along the Missouri River above Fort Peck Reservoir 
utilizing one female and two males. LHRH was administered to both male and female adult pallid sturgeon 
to induce spermiation and ovulation to facilitate-spawning. Eggs were of good quality with greater than 80 
percent of these hatching. A portion of the eggs were shipped to the Gavins Point NFH for inclusion into 
the future captive broodstock program Additional eggs were also received at the Bozeman FTC from both 
the Gamson Dam and Gavins Point NFHs. This sharing of eggs between facilities minimizes the chances 
of losing entire genetic crosses and works toward maximizing the effective population size of the 
augmented population. 
A variety of commercial grade feeds (Cyclo-peeze, BioDiet) was used to feed the fish. The mean water 
temperature was 63 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the year with a range of 58 to 68 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The water supplies at the facility include a cold spring, a warm spring, and a warm well. Water treatments 
include ultraviolet disinfection, filtration, and both heating and chilling of water depending upon the time 
of year. 
Fish health inspections tested negative for the iridovirus for all family lots. The facility stocked a total of 
3,984 pallid sturgeons representative of the 2004 and 2005 year classes. 
In 2004, the facility received resources for fish feed manufacturing to develop diets to more aggressively 
meet the nutritional needs of the pallid sturgeon as identified in the 2003 Biological Assessment. Two 
experimental diets were developed using the vacuum coating process in producing 1.0 millimeter (mrn) 
pellets for early life stages of sturgeon. These diets were tested in production fish at liberal feeding rates. 
In addition to the experimental diets, BioDiet was also tested under the same conditions. The duration of 
the experiment was 60 days with the fish fed the BioDiet achieving the largest growth versus the fish fed 
the experimental dry diet achieving the second greatest growth per unit of food fed and the frozen diet 
obtaining the lowest growth. Additional diet development and testing will continue in the future with the 
goal of developing nutritionally sound diets for sturgeon while achieving acceptable growth rates. 
I.B.4. Gavins Point National Fish Hatchery. 
In the fall of 2004, two female and three male adult pallid sturgeon were captured in North Dakota in the 
confluence area of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers. These adults were transported to the Gavins Point 
hatchery. They were successfully spawned in the spring of 2005. Spermiation and ovulation were induced 
utilizing LHRH in both the males and the females. The spawning efforts resulted in 322,000 eggs which 
were represented by six families. A portion of the eggs were shipped to the Neosho, Bozeman, Gamson, 
and Miles City hatcheries for future culture efforts at those facilities. Fifty-one percent of the eggs retained 
on station successfully hatched. Additional eggs were received at the facility from Bozeman, Garrison, and 
Miles City, as well as the Natchitoches National Fish Hatchery in Louisiana. Eggs from these hatcheries 
were incorporated into the hatchery production program as well as the future captive broodstock 
component of the program Eggs from the Natchitoches NFH were utilized for bioenergetics research. 
Additionally, fingerling pallid sturgeons were transferred to Gavins Point from both the Garrison Dam and 
Bozeman facilities to incorporate these genetic families into the future captive broodstock program. 
BioDiet and Silver Cup were the primary commercial feeds fed and an experimental broodstock diet 
(produced by Bozeman) was tested for the future captive broodstock in addition to live fish (rainbow trout). 
The broodstock diets tested at Gavins Point have not provided positive results to date. 
The hatcheries water sources include Lewis and Clark Lake (Missouri River) and two wells which provide 
variability and a means of controlling temperatures. The Missouri River water is filtered and undergoes 
ultraviolet disinfection. Water temperatures ranged from 41 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit. Monthly mean 
water temperatures were 54 (Oct), 45 (Nov), 43 (Dec), 45 (Jan), 45 (Feb), 47 (Mar), 52 (Apr), 57 (May), 65 
(Jun), 68 (Jul), 68 (Aug), and 65 (Sep) degrees Fahrenheit. 
Fish health inspections in 2005 resulted in the positive finding of the Pallid Sturgeon Iridovirus at the 
facility. As a result of these findings, none of these fish were stocked in the Missouri River above or below 
the Fort Peck Dam. A total of 868 juvenile pallid sturgeon were stocked in the Missouri River at Running 
Water (downstream of Fort Randall Dam). 
Since Gavins Point is the only facility currently holding future captive broodstock, the majority of the tank 
space is occupied by the future captive broodstock rather than production fish for stocking. 
In 2004, the facility received resources to construct the Advanced Rearing and Broodstock Holding 
Facility. This facility improvement project was completed early in FY 2005. The building is in use and 
currently holds a total of 77 genetic families to serve as a backup for the species in the event that wild 
broodstock are not obtainable in the future. The majority of these future captive broodstock have not 
reached sexual maturity with the exception of the 1992 year class that originated from the first successful 
spawning efforts at the Blind Pony State Fish Hatchery. Ultrasonic and endoscopic assessments conducted 
by the U.S. Geological Service (USGS) (Mark Wildhaber and Janice Bryan) in 2005 documented a gravid 
female from the 1992 year class. 
I.B.5. Neosho National Fish Hatchery. 
The Neosho hatchery did not spawn adult pallid sturgeon in 2005. Neosho received 45,000 eggs from the 
Gavins Point hatchery. The hatch was estimated at 85 percent for this batch of eggs. These eggstfish will 
be reared until 2006 and then stocked. The facility also received over 5,000 small fingerling pallid 
sturgeon from the Garrison hatchery (2004 year class). These pallid sturgeon were all reared to a nine inch 
size and stocked in the Missouri River at Miami, Missouri. Stocking numbers at this location totaled 3,611 
fish. 
The hatchery utilized natural diets (Brine shrimp and Bloodworms), exclusively, to all sizes of pallid 
sturgeon. The hatchery water supply is spring water. Water treatments include ultraviolet disinfection 
which is necessary due to the recirculation (reuse) of water between tanks. Water is heated on a limited 
basis to provide optimum temperatures to facilitate growth. Temperatures ranged from 50 to 70 degrees 
Fahrenheit over the course of the year. The monthly mean temperatures were 60 (Oct), 60 (Nov), 52 (Dec), 
5 1 (Jan), 52 (Feb), 53 (Mar), 58 (Apr), 67 (May), 68 (Jun), 69 (Jul), 69 (Aug), and 69 (Sep) degrees 
Fahrenheit. 
Fish health inspections resulted in negative findings for the pallid sturgeon iridovirus. 
The Neosho hatchery is undergoing expansion in the form of a building and tanks. This construction is one 
of the actions identified in the 2003 Biological Assessment relative to facility improvement efforts. This 
building will triple the production capabilities of the facility relative to pallid sturgeon and provide the 
versatility to the hatchery's capability to spawn wild fish. The concrete work was completed in 2005. The 
remainder of the building, tanks, and accessories is scheduled for completion by June 2006. 
I.B.6. Blind Pony State Fish Hatchery. 
The Blind Pony hatchery has undergone renovations in accordance with facility improvement items 
identified in the 2003 Biological Assessment. Due to these renovations, which included renovation of the 
water supply (Blind Pony Lake), the facility was unable to participate directly with spawning and rearing 
activities of the pallid sturgeon in 2005. The lake renovation was completed in November 2005, as well as 
the water supply line upgrade (including water control structures) from the lake to the hatchery building 
area. The final phase of the renovation will be completed in 2006 which includes the building and 
accessories providing the ability to spawn and propagate pallid sturgeon upon completion. While the final 
phase of construction is underway, the lake is projected to refill under average precipitation conditions. 
Although the Blind Pony hatchery wasn't able to produce fish at the facility, hatchery personnel 
participated in the transportation of broodstock collected from the lower Missouri River into the Gavins 
Point hatchery. They also transported and stocked juvenile pallid sturgeon from the Garrison hatchery in 
North Dakota to the lower Missouri River in Nebraska and Missouri. 
Numbers are based on rearing fish to a 9 inch fork length 
Chart 1 .  Chart of hatchery production capabilities over time including facility improvement projects 
identified in the 2003 Biological Assessment. The chart was based on 12,000 production fish at the Gavins 
Point hatchery annually which will decrease over time as additional future captive broodstock will occupy 
this rearing space thus reducing production capabilities. 
I.C. Pallid Sturgeon Population Assessment Program. 
The Pallid Sturgeon Population Assessment Program has been developed by the Pallid Sturgeon Population 
Assessment Team (Team). The Team is comprised of representatives of state and Federal agencies and 
academia that collectively possess knowledge and expertise in the Missouri River, pallid sturgeon and 
native Missouri River fishes, research, experimental design, and statistical analysis. 
Figure 2. Pallid Sturgeon Population Assessment Team Agency Representation. 
The program focuses on the endangered pallid sturgeon and a series of native Missouri River species as 
required in the 2000 Missouri River BiOp and 2003 Amendment. 
Objectives of the Program. 
Evaluate annual results and long-term trends in pallid sturgeon population abundance and geographic 
distribution throughout the Missouri River system. 
Evaluate annual results and long-term trends of habitat usage of pallid sturgeon and hatchery stocked pallid 
sturgeon by season and life stage. 
Evaluate population structure and dynamics of pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River system. 
Evaluate annual results and long-term &ends in native target species population abundance and geographic 
distribution throughout the Missouri River system. These target species include: shovelnose sturgeon (S. 
platyorynchus), blue sucker (Cycleptus elongatus), sauger (Zander canadense), plains and Western silvery 
minnows (Hybognathus spp.), sand shiner (Notropis stramineus), and three main channel inhabiting 
cyprinids in the genus Macrhybopsis, which are sturgeon chub (M. gelida, sicklefin chub (M. meeki), and 
speckled chub (M. aestivalis). These three chub species are the main forage for piscivorous pallid sturgeon 
and are rare themselves in some sections of the Missouri River. 
Evaluate annual results and long-term &ends of habitat usage of the target native species by season and life 
stage. 
Evaluate annual results and long-term trends in all remaining species (minimum of 50 fish collected per 
species), population abundance, and geographic distribution throughout the Missouri River system. 
Program Status Uvdate. 
In 2005, program implementation expanded to include segment 4 (Missouri RiverrYellowstone River 
Confluence downstream to the Lake Sakakawea headwaters), segment 7 (Gavins Point Dam to Lower 
Ponca Bend), segment 8 (Lower Ponca Bend to the Platte River), segment 10 (Kansas River to the Grand 
River), and segment 11 (the Kansas River from the Johnson County Wier, downstream to the confluence 
with the Missouri River). 
As a result of the above program expansion efforts, segments 4 to 14 were sampled in 2005, leaving 
segments 1 to 3 (Fort Peck Dam to the Missouri/Yellowstone River confluence) as the only void in the 
program. 
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Figure 3. Missouri River Population Assessment Program Map (Segment 12 was combined with segment 
13; therefore, segment 12 no longer exists. Ths  change was effective July 1,2005). 
2005 Summary Reports. 
Detailed Reports for each segment (4 to 14) will be available on the web after July 1,2006 
(https://maps.crrel.usace.amy.mil/intro/dms.dmsino.main) listed under "Publications and Reports". 
A standardized reporting template has been developed by the Team providing an overview of the findings 
in each segment for pallid sturgeon and the target native species under evaluation for this program. All 
tables and figures between segment reports are consistent, thereby, facilitating easy comparisons between 
segments. Sampling beyond the requirements of the program are also included in appendices within these 
reports. 
I.D. Research, Monitoring and Evaluation. 
I.D. 1. Comprehensive Pallid Sturgeon Research Program. 
The year 2005 was the second year for the multidisciplinary research project to assess the spawning 
behavior, physiology, and habitat use of sturgeon on the Missouri River. In March 2005, USGS scientists 
began sampling for gravid female sturgeon using standard gears for pallid sturgeon. There were 100 gravid 
females of reproductive stage IV or better that were collected and had blood samples taken. Then, acoustic 
transmitters and archival data storage tags were implanted in their abdominal cavities. Tracking of these 
fish began immediately after their release back into the river. 
Multiple crews tracked tagged fish and gathered environmental data at each relocation. Fish location and 
environmental variables were stored in an ArcPad application and were entered into a database with GIs 
software. Fish were tracked through mid-July, when efforts shifted from tracking to recovering tagged fish 
for verification of spawning activity and retrieval of the data storage tags. Lab samples for the fish were 
processed concurrently with the tracking effort. 
Habitat assessment efforts were made to map habitats where the fish containing transmitters were located. 
The study design allowed for identification of all macro-habitats available to sturgeon. Field work was also 
initiated to identify hard substrates and bedrock outcrops within the channel of the Missouri River from 
Sioux City, Iowa, to the mouth at St. Louis, Missouri. 
I.D.2. Fort Peck Spr in~  Rise Test. 
The Missouri River BiOp developed by the Service formally identified that seasonally atypical discharge 
and water temperature regimes resulting from operations of Fort Peck Dam have precluded successful 
spawning and recruitment of pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River below Fort Peck Dam. In response, the 
Corps proposes to modify operations of Fort Peck Dam to enhance environmental conditions for spawning 
and recruitment of pallid sturgeon. Modified dam operations include releasing warm surface water over the 
Fort Peck Dam spillway. The Fort Peck Flow Modification Biological Data Collection Plan (hereafter 
referred to as the Fort Peck Data Collection Plan) was initiated in 2001 to evaluate the influence of 
proposed flow and temperature modifications on physical habitat and biological response of pallid sturgeon 
and other native fishes. Research and monitoring activities conducted during 2005 as part of the multi-year 
Fort Peck Data Collection were similar to those activities conducted during 2001 through 2004. For 2005, 
primary research and monitoring activities included: 1) measuring water temperature and turbidity at 
several locations downstream from Fort Peck Dam; 2) examining movements and relocating adult pallid 
sturgeon, paddlefish (Polyodon spathula), blue suckers (Cycleptus elongatus), and shovelnose sturgeon 
(Scaphirhynchus platorynchus) in the Missouri River between Fort Peck Dam and Lake Sakakawea, and in 
the lower Yellowstone River; 3) quantifying larval fish distribution and abundance; 4) quantifying the 
reproductive success of shovelnose sturgeon and pallid sturgeon based on captures of young-of-year 
sturgeon; and 5) assisting in the collection of adult pallid sturgeon for the propagation program. The Fort 
Peck Data Collection Plan is supported by the Corps and jointly implemented by the Montana Department 
of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks (MTFWP) and the USGS Columbia Environmental Research Center. Similar 
to 2001 through 2004, the proposed flow modifications were not implemented in 2005 due to inadequate 
precipitation and insufficient reservoir levels. 
For research component 1, water temperature between mid-April and mid-October averaged 17.6 degrees 
Celsius in the free-flowing Missouri River upstream from Fort Peck Reservoir and 12.4 degrees Celsius 
downstream from Fort Peck Dam. Thus, hypolirnnetic releases from the dam thermally suppressed water 
temperatures by an average of 5.2 degrees Celsius during the study period. Despite gradual increases in 
temperature as water flowed downstream from the dam, mean water temperature at Nohly (290 kilometers 
[km]) downstream from the dam; just upstream from the Yellowstone River confluence) remained 0.7 
degrees Celsius cooler than water temperatures upstream from Fort Peck Reservoir indicating continued 
effects of hypolimnetic releases. Water temperature at Frazer Rapids, a target location for enhancing water 
temperature to 18.0 degrees Celsius via spillway releases, exceeded 18.0 degrees Celsius on only two dates 
during 2005 in the absence of spillway releases. Turbidity during late-May through August increased from 
upstream to downstream sites below Fort Peck Dam, but was hlgher in the Yellowstone River than 
Missouri River. Periods of elevated turbidity were associated with increasing discharge in both rivers. 
Under research component 2, extensive radio-tracking was conducted between April and November in the 
lower Yellowstone River and in the Missouri River between Fort Peck Dam and the headwaters of Lake 
Sakakawea. A total of 26 individual tracking events were conducted throughout the river systems resulting 
in a cumulative distance of 11,437 krn tracked. A total of 960 relocations of blue suckers, 389 relocations 
of paddlefish, and 1,047 relocations of shovelnose sturgeon were obtained via boat. Eight continuous 
recording telemetry logging stations logged an additional 864 contacts of implanted fish. Species-specific 
information on relocation locations and movement patterns were ascertained. In addition, a total of 345 
manual relocations of pallid sturgeon implanted by Service personnel were obtained. In September 2005, 
radio transmitters were implanted in an additional 2 1 shovelnose sturgeon, 2 1 blue suckers, 7 paddlefish, 
and 1 pallid sturgeon. These individuals, in conjunction with the existing population of implanted fish, will 
be relocated during the next few years to ascertain discharge and temperature related movement patterns 
and aggregations prior to, during, and after proposed flow changes are implemented. 
For research component 3, larval fishes were sampled two times per week between late May and early 
August at three locations in the main stem Missouri River (below Fort Peck Dam, Wolf Point, and Nohly), 
two tributaries (Milk River and Yellowstone River), and the Fort Peck spillway channel. The sampling 
regime resulted in 2,073 larval fish samples. Representatives of Catostomidae (suckers) were numerically 
dominant and composed 59.6 percent of all larval fish sampled. The Cyprinidae (carps and minnows) 
composed 23.7 percent of the larvae sampled. Hiodontidae (exclusively goldeye, Hiodon alosoides), 
Sciaenidae (exclusively freshwater drum, Aplodinotus grunniens) and Percidae (perches) composed 6.2 
percent, 4.7 percent, and 4.1 percent of the larvae sampled, respectively. A total of 12 Acipenseridae larvae 
(0.1 percent of the total) and 59 Polyondontidae larvae (exclusively paddlefish, 0.7 percent of the larvae) 
were identified, but an additional 15 larvae (0.2 percent of the total) could not be confidently distinguished 
as Scaphirhynchus sp. or paddlefish. Six acipenseriform eggs were sampled in addition to nearly 30,000 
eggs from other species. 
Under research component 4, trawling was conducted between July 19 and September 7 at four sites in the 
Missouri River upstream from the Yellowstone River confluence (ATC), four sites in the Missouri River 
downstream from the Yellowstone River confluence (BTC), and four sites in the Yellowstone River. A 
total of 535 trawls were conducted on eight sampling events. Trawling efforts resulted in a total of 178 
young-of-year sturgeon. Eleven young-of-year sturgeon were sampled from the Missouri River ATC, 155 
young-of-year sturgeon were sampled from the Missouri River BTC, and 12 young-of-year were collected 
from the Yellowstone River. Tissue samples from all young-of-year sturgeon were collected. Genetic 
analyses are being conducted to differentiate the young-of-year individuals as pallid sturgeon or shovelnose 
sturgeon. 
Personnel from MTFWP and USGS assisted in the pallid sturgeon broodstock and propagation program by 
capturing pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River and Yellowstone River. Sampling was conducted during 
April and October. Pallid sturgeon sampled were provided to hatchery personnel and reproductive 
physiology experts to determine sex and reproductive stage. 
As part of sampling associated with the research components, 45 juvenile pallid sturgeon were sampled 
during 2005. Three individuals did not carry any identifying marks (PIT tags, elastomere or coded-wire 
tags) indicative of hatchery-raised progeny. It was suspected that these individuals were surviving progeny 
from the larval pallid sturgeon hft study conducted in 2004. Therefore, fin clips for genetic analyses were 
obtained from these individuals. Genetic analyses from one individual positively identified this fish as 
progeny from the 2004 larval drift study. Tissue samples from the other two individuals are currently being 
analyzed and it is highly likely that these individuals will also be progeny from the drift study. 
I.E. Physical & Biological Monitorin% 
I.E. 1. Shallow Water Habitat. 
To address the RPA and the acreage goals included in the BiOp, the Corps began modifying physical 
structures (as described in section I.A.) to create habitat that met the listed criteria and moved the Corps 
closer to the acreage goal for year 201 0. 
In 2004, the Corps began to develop a team of biologists, ecologists, and hydrologists to initiate the process 
of evaluating the physical habitat modifications made to the Missouri River. Because creation actions 
occurred in 2003 and 2004, developing an evaluation plan after the fact complicated the process and the 
ability to develop a statistically solid study. The evaluation had to be designed around what existed and 
what could be done to assess it rather than developing a statistically valid design based on planned actions. 
The team met numerous times and developed a study plan for assessing the suite of actions/modifications 
taken in the upper reach and lower reach (Sioux City, Iowa, to Rulo, Nebraska, and Rulo, Nebraska, to St. 
Louis, Missouri). The driver and goal for the efforts was to be able to document physical and biological 
change between constructed sites and non-modified bends of similar hydrologic and physical make-up. 
The team developed goals, objectives, and hypotheses to guide and focus the study design activities. The 
team selected a design that would address the objectives and some of the problems that exist due to the 
development of the evaluation after the action: BeforeIAfter, ControYImpact (BACI). With this design, it 
was thought that the Corps could begin monitoring creation actions for verification of amount of habitat in 
existence and track the change over time (physical - controvimpact) and assess the species composition, 
abundance, and use (biological - controYimpact). This design also allowed the Corps to begin to address 
the BeforeIAfter aspect by planning specific tests of specific creation activities by planning them ahead of 
time and following the specific design parameters. 
The BACI study design originally included 48 bends. The number of bends was reduced to 44 because the 
bends within the reach are very similar (length and radius of curvature) (20 bends upstream of Rulo, 
Nebraska, and 24 bends downstream). In addition, there were not enough bends within the stretch of the 
river to serve as control bends. The bend was selected as the sampling unit, as physical structures (dikes, 
chevrons, etc.) within the bends were considered too close together or modified in a series, and were, 
therefore, not independent of each other; the bend is a significant habitat unit; and the Pallid Sturgeon 
Population Assessment Program has selected the bend as its sampling unit. The Missouri River below 
Gavins Point Dam has five major hydrologic reaches based on tributary influence (Table 1). Within each 
of those hydrologic segments, there are unique physical characteristics that make up that segment. One of 
the physical parameters determined to be most helpful to our efforts was the radius of curvature. To 
attempt to minimize the spatial variation introduced by these variables (hydrologic segment and unique 
physical characteristic of each segment), it was concluded that it would be appropriate to block the design 
by hydrologic segment and radius of curvature (25" and 75' percentile). The reason these two parameters 
were selected is: 1) the hydrologic difference over space was obvious due to the tributary influence and the 
five segments are included in the BiOp and 2) the radius of curvature was determined through an 
assessment of bend characteristics to be a critical channel geometry parameter in selecting sample sites. 
More detail regarding the Bend Assessment conducted by the Hydrologic Engineering sections of the 
Omaha District can be found in Appendix A .  
Table 1. Major Hydrologic Reaches and Radius of Curvature Block Information 
Segment 2 (Platte to the Kansas River) was divided into two parts to capture the Omaha and Kansas City 
District areas of responsibility, the different hydrology and geomorphology, and the Districts' differences 
in physical creation activities. 
The treatments within the design are the type of physical creation action (dike modification (dike mod), 
chevron, etc.) taken within different bends. The two major categories of treatments are dike modification 
and major modification (major mod). The BACI design is captured in Table 2 below. 
Table 2. Blocked BACI Design 
The category Dike Modification includes Type B notches which occurred only in the Omaha District reach. 
Major mod includes other types of bank notches, revetment notches, pilot channels, and chevrons. More 
information on the physical actions taken can be found in Appendix A. 
The physical data to be collected within each of the treatment and control bends was to include water 
elevation; channel geometry; depth, velocity, and substrate within the channel; and land surveys sufficient 
to allow the creation of two dimensional models of each bend. Physical data is planned to be housed and 
managed by the Omaha District. To address the objectives and hypotheses, the data would be used to 
generate models that once calibrated could provide habitat availability curves for our use in hture actions. 
It was determined by the team that developing 12 models (6 upstream and 6 downstream of Rulo, 
Nebraska) per year would allow us to develop models of all 44 bends over the course of 4 years. Data 
would be collected from each bend in every year and continuous surface elevation maps would be 
developed to provide information regarding habitat change over time in the years the bend is not being 
modeled. 
The biological data to be collected would be used to determine presencelabsence, habitat use, abundance, 
and change over time. Sampling efforts within this evaluation will be consistent with the standard gears 
and protocols of the Pallid Population Assessment Program, where possible. Some non-standard gears will 
be tested to determine our effectiveness at capturing a true representation of fishes within the created 
habitats. Biological data will be managed in the same database as the Pallid Population Assessment 
Program with the Missouri Department of Conservation as the database manager. 
The team reached the point at which they were comfortable with the design and strategy and were ready to 
begin implementation activity in early 2005. As time passed, the Federal budget process delayed the ability 
to finalize contracts for activities until June of 2005. There were also limitations as to what could be 
funded based on the amount of dollars appropriated to the Corps for implementation activities. Working 
within those constraints, the team reconvened in the summer 2005 and modified the implementation 
strategy for 2005 to get the most out of the money and time available. The number of segments and bends 
sampled per segment was reduced. It was also determined that due to the inability to implement as 
planned, that the goals would be modified for year one (2005) to be more exploratory in nature. The team 
concluded that it would focus on testing new gears and the effectiveness of standard gears in sampling the 
diversity of habitats available within the sample bends. 
The modified effort for 2005 was then detennined to be an exploratory effort including two hydrologic 
segments. Within those two segments, six bends would be sampled completely for biological and physical 
information. Of the six, the team detennined that two should be modeled to assess our data strength and 
model capabilities (see Table 3). The remaining four bends would have the physical data converted into 
continuous surface elevation maps. Biologically, the six bends would be sampled intensively and 
repeatedly to assess gear effectiveness and fish behavior and habitat use trends over the course of summer 
and fall. 
Table 3. 2005 Modified Sample Design Including Bend Sampled 
Radius of Curvature Radius of Curvature 
Reach 1 25" Percentile 75' Percentile 
1 
2a 
I 2b 
More than the minimum amount of information was collected by most of the entities involved in the 
program. The models, maps, and biological information will be made available through reports for the 
2005 activities. Presentation of the models and biological data will be made at various meetings in 2006. 
1 Dike Mod I Control c/i 1 Control b/a 1 Dike Mod I Control / Control b/a 
The team also detennined that it would be a good idea to have the efforts to-date independently reviewed 
by a panel of experts. This Independent Scientific Review effort was begun early 2005 with Sustainable 
Ecosystem Institute. The team developed a three phase review: review goals, design, and sampling 
strategy; review the physical models; and review biological data and physical models to determine the best 
analysis and use of our data. Phase I, review of goals, design, and sampling strategy, began in the fall of 
2005. The report for this initiative was received in January 2006. Phase I1 and 111 will be carried out as 
data becomes available. 
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Kansas City District Bend Assessment. 
Information about the habitat assessments of the chutes can be obtained from Glen Covington, CENWK- 
PM-PR, at telephone 816-389-3 14 1. Hydrographic bathymetry and velocity data has been collected at 
several bends within the Kansas City District, including Searcy's Bend, RM 180.5 to 178.5, Eureka Bend, 
RM 162.4 to 159.1, Rocheport Bends, RM 183.5 to 181.8, Robinson Bend, RM 209.3 to 207.2, and the 
Kansas River Bend, RM 368.6 to 363.0. Slaughterhouse Bend, RM 205.6 to 203.8, and Wilhoite Bend, 
RM 234.5 to 232.5, will be surveyed in 2006. Several individual structures that were surveyed in 2004 
were resurveyed in 2005. Two 2-dimensional models were partially completed in 2005. The models of 
Searcy's Bend, RM 180.5 to 178.5, and Marion Bottoms, RM 162.4 to 159.1, have reached the mesh 
development phase. The estimated completion date for the models is July 2006. Site assessments of the 
shallow water habitat were made at many locations. Documentation of the performance of the shallow 
water habitat construction included photos, observations written in field books, velocity and depth 
measurements, and GPS points. The following sites were investigated: Monkey Mountain, RM 464 to 466, 
Worthwine Island, RM 456 to 459, Benedictine Bottoms, RM 424 to 428, Weston Bend, RM 402 to 403, 
Liberty Bend, RM 351 to 352, Baltimore Bend, RM 296 to 300, Grand Pass, RM 267 to 272, Diana Bend, 
RM 187 to 189, Overton South, RM 178-185, Marion Bottoms, RM 158 to 164, and Smokey Waters, RM 
132 to134. 
I.E.2. Flow Modification (Spring Rise) Physical and Biological Evaluation. 
To evaluate the physical and biological responses to a spring rise, the Corps established a group of 
scientists to develop a study design through the Spring Rise Plenary Process. The Technical Working 
Group (TWG) developed the foundation for a 2006 study plan that would assess pallid sturgeon and habitat 
responses to the planned flow event. The Plenary Process ended without a complete study design. To 
fiuther the process, the Corps Threatened and Endangered Species Section worked with the TWG to see the 
process to completion. Meetings in November and December resulted in a draft study design by December 
3 1,2005. This design plan addresses the priorities of the Spring Rise Technical Work Groups and the 
research priorities of the Ruckelshaus document. 
The plan will assess sturgeon (pallid and shovelnose) movement, staging, and spawning through the use of 
telemetry, mark recapture, and site specific monitoring. Physiological information (general blood sample, 
endoscope, etc.) will be collected from captured sturgeon to assess reproductive stage and provide 
information regarding potential linkages to temperature and other environmental characteristics. Egg and 
larvae sampling will occur at sites identified by telemetry and site specific sampling crews to assess the 
success of potential spawning. 
The plan also assesses habitat use and availability using hydro-acoustic mapping techniques that capture 
depth, velocity, and substrate information at sites identified as potential staging and spawning sites by the 
telemetry and site specific crews. Sediment transport, water quality information, and substrate quality 
information will also be gathered to improve our understanding of the affects of flow change on habitat and 
water quality. 
11. Least Tern & Piping Plover. 
1I.A. Emergent Sandbar Habitat Design and Construction Activities. 
Construction of a sandbar complex at RM 770 began on November 24,2004 and was completed on March 
15,2005. Approximately 300,000 cubic yards of sand were redistributed to create 50 acres of exposed 
sand at 30,000 cfs releases out of Gavins Point Dam and 82 acres of exposed sand at 20,000 cfs releases. 
Aerial of Sandbar at RM 770 taken June 2005 
An Interagency Product Delivery Team (PDT) was formed to explore possibilities of sandbar creation 
opportunities in the Kenslers Bend reach of the Missouri River. The Kenslers Bend reach is roughly 
defined as the 20 mile stretch of the Missouri River from Ponca State Park, Nebraska, to Sioux City, Iowa. 
The National Park Service (NPS) suggested the Corps explore ESH creation opportunities in this reach. 
The Corps elevated the NPS suggestion to the Service. The Service agreed to accept any habitat created by 
the Corps in the Kenslers Bend reach and it would be credited to the recommended habitat goals in the 
below Gavins Point reach. Five potential habitat creation sites were identified by the Interagency Kenslers 
PDT. In general, the habitat creation potential projects would include top width widening and chute 
restorationlcreation all in conjunction with ESH creation. 
A major portion of the Kenslers Bend work will first involve real estate easements or land acquisition. 
Real Estate has prepared a list of land owners on both sides of the river. A "willing seller" letter has been 
prepared and will be sent out during the summer of 2006 to solicit interest from landowners. Shortly after 
the issuance of the willing seller letter, public meetings will be held to explain the potential projects. 
Designers from Engineering Division and representatives from the Threatened and Endangered Species 
Section met with project personnel from Lake Sakakawea and Lake Oahe to identify and obtain preliminary 
data for potential ESH projects in their respective lakes. Design was started on four Lake Oahe ESH 
projects. The sites are within the boundaries of the Lake Oahe reservoir. 
Designers also worked with representatives from the Threatened and Endangered Species Section and 
Gavins Point Natural Resource Specialist to select a site for creation of an ESH complex in Lewis and 
Clark Lake. A site just downstream of the sediment deposition zone in the lake was selected. It is located 
at RM 827. A contract has been awarded to L. W. Matteson and work will commence in July of 2006. 
Areas used for borrow to build the ESH project have been identified and designed to facilitate access to the 
lake from nearby boat ramps. A site specific Environmental Assessment (EA) was prepared by planning 
for the project and a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) was issued. 
From 16 through 26 September 2005, vegetation was sprayed on 657 acres in the river reaches below 
Gavins Point (457 acres), below Fort Randall (I 10 acres) and in Lewis and Clark Lake (90 acres). An 
imazypr herbicide was applied utilizing a micro-foil boom attachment on a helicopter. A helicopter 
accident occurred on 16 September, halting operations for a few days until a new helicopter could be 
mobilized. There were no serious injuries. However, the helicopter involved in the accident was declared 
a total loss. 
Aerial Herbicide Application (photo by Galen Jons) 
After herbicide application was completed, dead vegetation was removed from approximately 145 acres. 
The intent was to remove the dead vegetation from the entire sprayed acreage. However, low releases 
prevented access to inner channel sandbars by barge carrying equipment. Dead vegetation was only 
removed on sandbars connected to land where the mowers and bobcat equipment could drive out onto the 
bars. 
Vegetation removal on 377 acres in North Dakota in the reach below Garrison Dam was identified and 
scheduled for FY 2005. The State of North Dakota was undergoing a revision of their Sovereign Lands 
Manual and their State Attorney's office declared that there would be no Sovereign Lands Permits issued 
until the revision was complete. The vegetation removal scheduled for FY 2005 was put on hold pending 
the issuance of the new Sovereign Lands Manual. The manual is scheduled for completion the summer of 
2006. 
A site specific FY 2005 Vegetation Removal EA was prepared by the Corps Planning Branch and a FONSI 
was issued. The EA covered all sites in Nebraska and North and South Dakota. 
1I.B. ESH Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement Update (PEIS). 
A modification was issued to the Programmatic Environmental Assessment (PEA) contract with David 
Miller and Associates (DMA) in February of 2005 to conduct habitat delineations based on existing 1998 
aerial photography and aerial photography to be flown in June 2005. The 1998 photography would serve to 
establish baseline habitat availability after the 1997 flood event and the 2005 data would determine existing 
habitat. The difference between 1998 and 2005 acreages would indicate how much habitat needed to be 
created to be in compliance with the amended 2003 Biological Opinion's habitat recommendations. All 
1998 aerial photos have been delineated and 2005 aerial photos will be delineated by June 2006. 
Because of the level of complexity of the PEA, it was decided to move the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) effort to a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement PEIS. A Notice of Intent to 
Prepare a PEIS was posted in the Federal Register on August 12,2005. A modification was issued to DMA 
to increase their efforts to prepare a PEIS. A draft PEIS is scheduled to be complete by the fall of 2006. 
1I.C. Research, Monitoring and Evaluation. 
1I.C. 1. Monitor Created Emergent Sandbar Habitat. 
Pre-, during, and post-construction monitoring was completed on created sandbar complexes at river miles 
761.4 and 770 by project personnel as well as a USGS-Water Science Office hydrographic survey team. A 
monitoring report was written and issued by Galen Jons, Gavins Point Natural Resource Specialist with the 
Corps. Copies were provided to the NPS and the Service. 
An Interagency PDT was formed with the Corps, Service, NPS, and USGS-Northern Prairie Research 
Center to discuss and capture monitoring needs for ESH constructed projects including vegetation removal. 
The USGS was hired to prepare a Monitoring Plan to monitor pre-, during-, and post-constructed ESH 
projects. A draft Monitoring Plan will be ready for review by June of 2006. The final Monitoring Plan will 
be used by project offices as a guide for monitoring their ESH projects. Lessons learned from the 
monitoring results regarding the efficacy of created projects will be utilized to make future ESH project 
recommendations. 
II.C.2. Monitoring on the Missouri River. 
Productivity monitoring for least terns (Sterna antillarum) and piping plovers (Charadrius melodus) for the 
2005 nesting season began on April 8,2005 with the observation of a piping plover on a newly constructed 
sandbar at RM 761.3 in the Gavins Point Segment. Monitoring for the nesting season concluded on August 
24,2005 with a final survey conducted on the Garrison River Segment. From June 19 through July 2,2005 
an adult census for both species was conducted on the Missouri River. Productivity monitoring and the 
adult census were conducted on nine of the fifteen Missouri River segments identified by the Service in the 
2000 Missouri River BiOp. Segments surveyed were: Segment 1: Fort Peck Lake; Segment 2: the 
Missouri River from Fort Peck Dam to Lake Sakakawea; Segment 3: Lake Sakakawea (including Lake 
Audubon); Segment 4: the Missouri River from Garrison Dam to Lake Oahe; Segment 5: Lake Oahe; 
Segment 7: Lake Francis Case; Segment 8: The Missouri River from Fort Randall Dam to the Niobrara 
River Confluence; Segment 9: Lewis & Clark Lake from the Niobrara River confluence to Snatch Creek; 
and, Segment 10: the Missouri River from Gavins Point Dam to Ponca State Park, Nebraska. Segment 6, 
Lake Sharpe, and Segments 11 to 15, the Missouri River from Ponca State Park to the confluence with the 
Mississippi River, were not surveyed due to the lack of habitat for either species. Altogether, the nine 
segments that were surveyed comprise approximately 950 miles of river and reservoirs. 
Productivity surveys for least terns and piping plovers began on the following dates for segments on the 
Missouri River: below Gavins Point Dam - April 8, 2005, Lewis and Clark Lake - May 18, 2005, below 
Fort Randall Dam - May 10,2005, Lake Francis Case - June 24,2005, Lake Oahe - May 4,2005, below 
Garrison Dam - May 18,2005, Lake Sakakawea - May 3,2005, below Fort Peck Dam - June 3,2005, and 
Fort Peck Lake - June 3,2005. 
Training sessions for productivity monitoring and the adult census were held on May 26 and 27,2005 at the 
Gavins Point Project Office; on May 31 and June 1,2005 at the Garrison Project's Williston Resource 
Office; and on June 2 and 3,2005 at the Garrison Project's Riverdale Office. There were 49 attendees at 
the three sessions including personnel from the Corps, the South Dakota Game, Fish, and Parks 
Department, the Service, the NPS, the Bureau of Reclamation, the USGS, Utah State University, and the 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Training included sessions on the Endangered Species Act (ESA), least tern 
and piping plover life histories, ESA permit conditions, monitoring techniques, census techniques, data 
input, and GPS techniques. 
Data was collected using Trimble Recon data loggers in conjunction with the Trimble global positioning 
system (GPS) equipment. Data collected in the field was then entered into the Threatened and Endangered 
Species Data Management System (TESDMS). After a quality control check by biologists with Omaha 
District's Threatened and Endangered Species Section, the data was made available on the TESDMS. The 
TESDMS was assessable by password via the Internet to appropriate Federal and state personnel. 
Productivity monitoring surveys were conducted on five to ten-day cycles. Nests were found, mapped, and 
tracked until the eggs hatched or the nest was otherwise terminated. Chicks were tracked from hatching to 
fledging. 
II.C.3. Fledge Ratios (Piving Plover). 
The 2003 Amended BiOp RPA HabitatJFledge Ratio Goals for piping plovers were "to be determined as 
the recent (past) 3-year running average." In the 2000 BiOp, the piping plover fledge ratio goal was set at 
1.13 fledglings per adult pair. However, on page 2 14 of the 2003 Amended BiOp, the Service stated that 
"These fledge ratios have been superseded by those found in the incidental take statement of this 
document." In the incidental take statement of the 2003 Amended BiOp (pgs. 247-250), system wide 
fledge ratios are listed for only Conditions 5 (Take of eggs in nests assigned fates of destroyed-unknown, 
nest abandonment, sandbar erosion, and unknown fates) and 6 (Take of chicks as a result of insufficient 
forage on created habitats). The Service determined that for the eleven year period of 1993 to 2003 on the 
Missouri River the piping plover fledge ratio was 1.36 fledglings per adult pair. The Service, for 
Conditions 5 and 6, "anticipated that fledge ratios.. .will be within 10 percent of the fledge ratio that has 
been observed during the period 1993 to 2003, 1.36 - (1.22 to 1.47)." 
It is the Corps interpretation that the crucial fledge ratio is the lower part of the 10 percent of 1.36, in that, 
the 1.22 fledglings per adult pair and that for purposes of the 2003 Amended BiOp RPA HabitatfFledge 
Ratio Goals for piping plovers the three year running average of 1.22 needs to be met to be in compliance 
with the RPA. 
The table below (Table 4) shows the Corps has exceeded the three-year (2003-2005) fledge ratio goal of 
1.22 fledglings per adult pair for piping plovers with a three-year fledge ratio of 1.36 fledglings per adult 
pair. 
Table 4. 
THREE-YEAR (2003-2005) FLEDGE RATIO 
FOR PIPING PLOVERS (REQUIRED 1.22) 
For comparative purposes, the chart below (Chart 2) shows the three year piping plover fledge ratio running 
average for 1986-1988 through 2003-2005. The chart shows that the Corps has met the 1.22 fledgling per 
adult pair goal for the past seven years. 
, 2003 
2004 
2005 
3 Yr. Total (2003-2005) 
Adult Census 
1338 
1587 
1764 
4689 
Fledged Juveniles 
1000 
1179 
1016 
3195 
Fledge Ratio 
1.49 
1.49 
1.15 
1.36 
Chart 2. 
Piping Plover Three Year Fledge Ratio Running Average 
1986-1988 - 2003-2005 
Adults Fledgers +Fledge Ratio - Fledge Goal 
Incidental Take Statement. 
In the 2003 Amended BiOp, the Service listed six categories in which incidental take was expected to 
occur. Listed below is the analysis for incidental take for each of the six categories. 
1. Take (killing) of eggs and chicks byflooding on the river and reservoir reaches that result from the 
Corps' operation of the water control system. 
In the 2003 Amended BiOp, the Service set two standards of incidental take in regard to Corps operations: 
1) Incidental take should not exceed by more than 10 percent of a ten year weighted average of 8.4 percent 
(the amount of take resulting from Corps operations from 1993 to 2003. The 10 percent variance results in 
a lower limit of 7.6 percent and an upper limit of 9.2 percent.) and 2) Take should not exceed that observed 
from 1993 to 2003 in any single year. This was quantified as the lesser of 281 eggs (1995) or 46 percent of 
all eggs (1996). 
In 2005, 110 of 3,317 piping plover eggs (3.3 percent) were lost due to Corps operations. This is below 
both the 28 1 eggs and the 46 percent of all eggs standards set forth in the 2003 Amended BiOp. The ten 
year weighted running average of plover eggs lost to Corps operations, 1996 to 2005 was 4.5 percent 
(781117,190). This is well below the 9.2 percent upper limit of losses set by the Service in the 2003 
Amended BiOp. The 110 piping plover eggs lost in 2005 came from thirty nests on Lake Sakakawea. The 
losses were due to the lake rising during the nesting season. At the beginning of the nesting season, on 
May 1,2005, the lake level of Lake Sakakawea was at 1806.6 feet mean sea level (msl). During the 
nesting season, the lake rose 11 . l  feet and peaked on July 18, 2005 at 1817.7 feet msl. In contrast, in 2004, 
Lake Sakakawea rose only 2.6 feet during the nesting season with a lake level of 1,814.7 feet msl on May 1 
and a peak of 1,817.3 feet msl on July 12 2004. A total of 30 nests and 110 eggs were lost. Losses by 
location and number are as follows (Nest ID in parentheses). 
Little Egypt West - 1 nest (053425) 3 eggs 
Homund Bay - 1 nest (05343 1) 1 egg 
Beacon Island - 1 nest (053270) 4 eggs 
Van Hook Arm - 4 nests (05322,261,283,295) 15 eggs 
Deepwater Bay - 4 nests (053043,045, 127, 134) 16 eggs 
Arikara Bay South - 1 nest (053069) 4 eggs 
Douglas Creek Bay - 7 nests (053026,028,088,092,094,096,098) 28 eggs 
Garrison Cabin - 1 nest (053049) 4 eggs 
Steinke Bay - 4 nests (053089,091,093, 1 1 1) 14 eggs 
West Totten - 1 nest (053 120) 1 egg 
Mallard lslands - 5 nests (053074,076,079,081,099) 20 eggs 
During the 2005 nesting season, six other piping plover nests were lost to flooding. These flood losses 
were not caused by Corps operations and are discussed below. 
Lewis and Clark Lake - one nest 
Rh4 839.7 - Nest 059003: This one egg nest was located on May 23 and on the next visit on June 1,2005 
was found to be flooded. This nest was located about five miles below the confluence of the Niobrara 
River. According to the river gauge at Niobrara, Nebraska, the Niobrara peaked at 29.97 feet on May 23, 
2005. On May 25,2005, the river gauge recorded a peak of 30.41 feet while releases from Fort Randall 
Dam remained the same for May 23 through 25,2005. Most probably, the nest was lost due to a spike 
from inflows from the Niobrara River. 
Gavins Point River - five nests 
Rh4 793.6 and 793.3: Three nests (05 1001 5, 16 and 17) at these two nearby sites were located around 1 100 
hours on May 20,2005. The closest river gauge to this area is the Gayville gauge which recorded a reading 
of 45.38 feet at that time and date. Releases from Gavins Point Dam were 23,000 cfs on May 20,2005. On 
May 21 and 22,2005, the releases from the dam were dropped to 19,000 cfs. On May 23,2005, the 
releases were increased back to 23,000 cfs where they remained through June 7,2005, the time of the next 
site visit and the discovery that the three nests had been flooded. During the time between site visits, the 
lowest reading on the Gayville gauge was 44.77 feet which occurred at 1800 hours on May 22,2005. The 
highest reading on the gauge was 46.07 feet which occurred at 0300 hours on June 7,2005. Because 
releases from Gavins Point Dam were the same or lower throughout the time between the nest visits, some 
factor other than Corps operations caused the river to rise 0.69 feet between the nests discovery on May 20, 
2005 and the high water. 
Rh4 770.0: Two nests (05 10079 and 81) at this created sandbar were located around 1000 hours on June 2, 
2005. The closest river gauge to this area is the Maskell gauge (RM 775) which recorded a reading of 
22.32 feet at that time and date. Releases from Gavins Point Dam were 23,000 cfs on June 2,2005 and 
remained at 23,000 cfs through June 9,2005, the date of the next nest visit and the discovery that the two 
nests had been flooded. During the time between site visits, the lowest reading on the Maskell gauge was 
22.29 feet. This reading occurred at 0100 hours on June 3,2005. The highest reading on the gauge was 
22.97 feet. This reading occurred at 1900 hours on June 5,2005. Because releases from Gavins Point Dam 
were constant (23,000 cfs) throughout the time between the nest visits, some factor other than Corps 
operations caused the river to rise 0.65 feet between the nests discovery on June 2,2005 and the high water 
mark on the evening of June 5,2005. Most likely, the river rise was caused by runoff from rain storms that 
occurred in the area. 
2. Take (harm) of eggs, chicks, or adults by predation. 
In the 2003 Amended BiOp, the Service noted that 4.0 percent of monitored nests were lost to predation 
from 1993 to 2003. The Service expected take could be quantified as being outside of a 10 percent 
variance of that 4.0 percent loss and set loss from predation as being from 3.6 percent to 4.4 percent as a 
ten year weighted running average. In 2005,30 of 922 plover nests were lost to predation for a loss rate of 
3.3 percent. The ten year weighted running average, 1996 to 2005, was 3.8 percent (18514830) which was 
within the 3.6 to 4.4 percent tolerance set forth in the 2003 Amended BiOp. 
3. Take (harm) of eggs, chicks or adults by human disturbance. 
In the 2003 Amended BiOp, the Service did not consider take from human disturbance on the reservoir 
reaches and quantified take only from the riverine segments. The Service noted that 1.5 percent of 
monitored nests on the riverine segments were lost to human disturbance from 1993 to 2003. The Service 
expected take could be quantified as being outside of a 10 percent variance of that 1.5 percent loss and set 
loss from human disturbance as being from 1.4 to 1.7 percent as a ten year weighted running average. In 
2005,2 of 361 plover nests on the riverine segments were lost to human disturbance for a loss rate of 0.6 
percent. The ten year weighted running average, 1996 to 2005, was 1.4 percent (2711,992) which is within 
the 1.4 to 1.7 percent tolerance set forth in the 2003 Amended BiOp. 
4. Take (harm) of chicks as a result of insuflcient forage in river reaches anected by hypolimnetic 
releases. 
The Service, in the 2003 Amended BiOp, noted that hypolirnnetic hydropower releases from Fort Peck, 
Garrison, and Fort Randall Dams would continue to provide unsuitable water temperatures below the darns 
and negatively impact production at all trophic levels. The Service quantified take in the form of fledge 
ratios for these three segments with a variance of not to exceed by more than 10 percent the fledge ratios on 
these segments for 1993 to 2003. The 1993 to 2003 fledge ratio for below Fort Peck Dam was 1.33 (1.20 
to 1.46 variance), for below Garrison Dam the fledge ratio was 1.18 (1.06 to 1.30 variance), and for below 
Fort Randall Dam the fledge ratio was 0.92 (0.83 to 1.01 variance). 
The Service made no mention of a ten year weighted running average for these fledge ratios, but since ten 
year weighted running averages were used for the other five measures of take, it is Corps interpretation that 
this was an omission on the part of the Service and have included the ten year weighted running average 
along with the 2005 fledge ratios. 
For the Fort Peck River Segment, the 2005 fledge ratio was 4.00, while the ten year weighted running 
average for 1996 to 2005 was 1.06 (38 fledglings per 36.5 adult pairs). This is below the 1.20 lower limit 
fledge ratio set forth in the 2003 Amended BiOp. 
For the Garrison River Segment, the 2005 fledge ratio was 0.83 while the ten year weighted running 
average for 1996 to 2005 was 1.32 (75 1 fledglings per 588 adult pairs). This is above the 1.30 upper limit 
fledge ratio set forth in the 2003 Amended BiOp. 
For the Fort Randall River Segment, the 2005 fledge ratio was 0.81 while the ten year weighted running 
average for 1996 to 2005 was 0.98 (166 fledglings per 171.5 adult pairs). This is within the 0.83 to 1 .O1 
limit fledge ratio set forth in the 2003 Amended BiOp. 
5. Take (harm) of eggs in nests assigned fates of destroyed-unknown, nest abandonment, sandbar 
erosion, and unknown fates. 
In the 2003 Amended BiOp, the Service noted that the 1993 to 2003 fledge ratio for piping plovers on the 
Missouri River system was 1.36 fledgling per adult pair. The Service quantified take for nests assigned 
fates of destroyed unknown, nest abandonment, sandbar erosion, and unknown fates as being greater than 
10 percent variance from that fledge ratio (1.22 to 1.47) for a ten year weighted running average. The ten 
year weighted running average for 1996 to 2005 was 1.44 (6,349 fledglings per 4,469 adult pairs) which is 
within the 10 percent variance set by the Service. 
6. Take (harm) of chicks as a result of insuflcient forage on created habitats. 
In the 2003 Amended BiOp, the Service noted that piping plover chicks may starve on created habitats due 
to insufficient forage. The Service in the 2003 BiOp Amendment anticipated that fledge ratios in the 
created habitats would approximate those observed from 1993 to 2003, in that, 1.36 fledglings per pair. 
The Service, in the 2003 Amended BiOp, stated that there may be a variance of as much as 10 percent from 
the 1.36 fledge ratio and, therefore, a range of 1.22 to 1.47 fledge ratio based on a ten year running average 
was set for take compliance. The Corps habitat creation efforts in the early 1990's were destroyed by high 
releases from the Garrison, Fort Randall, and Gavins Point Dams in 1995, 1996, and 1997. Habitat was 
constructed at three sites (RM 770.0, RM 761.3, and 755.0) in 2004 and 2005. Also, in 2004 and 2005, 
habitat was restored at three sites (RM 867.0, RM 781.5, and RM 756.6) through vegetation removal. The 
fledge ratio for these created and restored habitat sites is, therefore, based on those two years and not the 
ten year running average. For 2004 to 2005, the fledge ratio for createdrestored habitat was 1.93 
fledglings per adult pair (183 fledglings per 95 adult pairs) which far exceeded 1.47 upper limit set forth in 
the 2003 BiOp Amendment. 
1I.D. Reasonable and Prudent Measures. 
1I.D. 1 Least Tern. 
The 2003 Amended BiOp uses the same language as the 200 BiOp report, stating "When habitat goals ... are 
not met through flow regulation ... tern andor plover fledge ration goals have not been met for the 3-year 
running average, other means ... will be necessary to ensure the availability of habitat to meet fledge ratio 
goals." (2003 BiOp, pg. 2 13) Though it is nor explicitly stated in the Amended 2003 BiOp, the three year 
running average fledge ratio of 0.70 fledglings per adult pair for least terns has been changed to a five year 
running average of 0.94 fledglings per adult pair which is the fledge ratio goal in the incidental take 
statement. On page 198 of the 2003 Amended BiOp, section D. Monitoring of Tern and Plover Nesting 
Habitat, there is a sentence in parentheses that states "The wording of the proceeding sentence has been 
modified to reflect that fledge ratios are no longer within the least tern RPA; refer to the Incidental Take 
Statement for anticipated fledge ratios." In 2005, the Corps met the five year running average (2001 to 
2005) for least terns with a fledge ratio of 1.05 fledglings per adult pair. For further discussion of the five 
year running fledge ratio, see the least tern incidental take section. 
RPM 1 - Survev and Monitor Least Terns. Mortalitv and Incidental Take. 
1. Annual Least Tern Monitoring Program. 
Least terns were first observed on the Missouri River on the Gavins Point Segment in mid May. The 
earliest nest initiation was also on the Gavins Point Segment, occurring on May 19,2005 at the Ponca 
complex at RM 755.0. The latest nest initiation was, likewise, on the Gavins Point Segment, occurring on 
July 22,2005 on the newly constructed sandbar complex at RM 770.0. 
The results of the 2005 adult census and monitoring efforts for the least tern can be found in the table 
below (Table 5). For a site by site summary of nest fates, productivity, and adult census results, see 
Appendix B. 
Table 5. 
RESULT OF 2005 ADULT CENSUS AND MONITORING EFFORTS OF THE 
INTERIOR LEAST TERN 
Fledge 
Ratio (,) 
0.00 
2.18 
0.3 1 
Dam 1 
Dam 
Segment 7 -Lake 
Francis Case 0 
Missouri River 1 157 1 85 1 60 ( 70.6 1 57 / 0.73 ) 
below Gamson 1 
Segment 5 -Lake 1 131 1 79 1 52 1 65.8 1 5 7 
Oahe 
Segment 6 - Oahe 
Dam to Big Bend 
Nest 
Success 
a 
0.0 
69.2 
58.8 
Nests 
Hatched 
0 
18 
10 
Segment 1 - Fort 
Peck Lake 
Segment 2 - 
Missouri River 
Below Fort Peck 
Dam 
Segment 3 -Lake 
Sakakawea 
Segment 4 - 
0.87 
Dam 
Segment 9 -Lewis I 
Chicks 
Fledged 
0 
37 
4 
NS 
Segment 8 - 
Missouri River 
below Fort Randall 
Adult 
Census 
0 
34 
26 
Dam 
Total 1 904 1 649 1 372 ( 57.3 494 
Nests 
0 
26 
17 
NS 
76 
and Clark Lake 
Nest Success = HNM, where HN= hatched nests and N=number of nests 
Fledge Ratio = number of fledged chicks per pair of adult birds 
NS = Not Surveyed 
In 2005, there were 904 least tern adults counted on the Missouri River, the highest ever recorded for the 
river since census taking began in 1986 and the fourth consecutive year adult numbers were above 700. 
The 904 adults represent a 25.2 percent increase over the 2004 adult census of 722 least terns. The 904 
adults in 2005 also marks the first time since the publication of the 1988 interior least tern recovery plan 
that the Missouri River recovery goal of 800 adults has been exceeded. (See Chart 3 below.) 
NS 
63 
4 
Segment 10 - 
Missouri River I 476 below Gavins Point 
NS 
3 5 
0.0 2 1 
NS 
55.6 
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354 
NS 1 
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Chart 3. 
Missouri River Least Tern Adults & Juveniles 
1986 - 2005 
1 + Tern Adults +Tern Juveniles - ~oal .1  
The pie chart below shows the adult tern distribution by segments. The segments have been color coded 
with green representing riverine segments and blue representing reservoir segments. (Due to the riverine 
nature of the least tern habitat on Lewis and Clark Lake, that segment is listed as riverine and not 
reservoir.) As befitting their standing as a riverine species, 82.6 percent (7471904) of the least tern adults 
were found on the river segments. 
Chart 4. 
2005 Missouri River Least Tern Adults by Segment 
Total = 904 FORT PECK LAKE. 0 < LAKE SAKAKAWEA. 26 
In 2003 and 2004, least tern adult numbers were concentrated on the Gavins Point Segment with 49.4 
percent (3661741) and 49.7 percent (3591722) of the birds being on that segment, respectively. This trend 
continued in 2005 with over half, 52.7 percent (476/904), of all least tern adults that used the Missouri 
River being found on the 58 mile Gavins Point Segment. Gavins Point numbers were up substantially at 
32.6 percent (4761359) compared to 2004. The increase in Gavins Point numbers can be attributed to 
habitat creation efforts conducted by the Corps on this segment during the winter of 2004 to 2005 and low 
flows out of Gavins Point Dam during the nesting season. (See habitat creation section for a further 
discussion of nesting on the Gavins Point Segment.) The Garrison River Segment had the second highest 
use by the terns accounting for 17.4 percent of all adults on the Missouri. On this segment, tern numbers 
were up 26.6 percent (1571124) compared to 2004. The third highest segment for least tern adults was 
Lake Oahe which accounted for 14.5 percent. Lake Oahe numbers were up 44.0 percent (131191) 
compared to 2004. The Fort Randall Segment was the fourth highest and saw an increase of 24.6 percent 
(76161) over 2004. Lake Sakakawea saw a 62.5 percent (26116) increase compared to 2004, but unlike 
Lake Oahe, Sakakawea remained a marginal player in tern adult numbers. The Missouri below Fort Peck 
Dam saw a decline of 29.2 percent (34148) compared to 2004. Lewis and Clark Lake had only four least 
tern adults in 2005, a decline of 69.2 percent (4113). No least tern adults were recorded on Fort Peck Lake 
or Lake Francis Case in 2005 during the adult census. 
Productivity was up substantially for least terns in 2005 with 494 fledglings. This represents the second 
highest total ever on the Missouri River since monitoring began in 1986, with only 547 fledglings in 1998 
being higher. (See above chart.) The 494 fledglings represented a 43.6 percent increase (4941344) over 
2004. The pie chart below shows the fledgling distribution by segment. (As with the adults, green 
indicates river segments and blue indicates reservoir segments.) 
Chart 5. 
2005 Missouri River Least Tern Fledglings by 
Se~ment 
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As with the adults, the Gavins Point Segment accounted for the largest share of least tern fledglings with 
the 3 18 fledglings making up 64.4 percent of all fledglings on the Missouri River in 2005. The 3 18 
fledglings represent a 7 1.0 percent increase (3 1811 86) over 2004. Refer to RPM 4 for a discussion on the 
increase in productivity on the Gavins Point Segment. The Garrison River and Lake Oahe Segments tied 
for second with each producing 57 fledglings. For both segments, however, this represented a decline from 
2004 productivity with the Garrison River down 5.0 percent (57160) and Lake Oahe down 15.6 percent 
(57166). The Fort Peck River Segment saw a jump of 208.3 percent (37112) in productivity while the Fort 
Randall River Segment saw a more modest increase of 38.5 percent (1 8113) compared to 2004. Lake 
Sakakawea saw a drop of 55.6 percent (419) in 2005. Lake Francis Case had no fledglings in 2004, but 
three least tern chicks fledged off the lake in 2005. There were no least tern fledglings for Fort Peck Lake 
or Lewis and Clark Lake in 2005. 
The overall fledge ratio for the Missouri River was 1.09 fledglings per adult pair in 2005. This was an 
increase compared to the 0.95 fledge ratio for 2004 and marked the second consecutive year of an increase 
in the fledge ratio. This is a welcome turn around following a trend which saw the fledge ratio fall in four 
of the five years from 1998 through 2003. The chart below shows a yearly comparison of fledge ratios for 
least terns on the Missouri River from 1986 through 2005. 
Chart 6. 
Missouri River Least Tern Fledge Ratios 
1986 - 2005 
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It should be remembered that the above chart is for annual comparisons only. For biological opinion 
compliance, the measure is a five year running average. As stated earlier, the five year running fledge ratio 
average from 2001 to 2005 was 1.05 fledglings per adult pair. The five year running average will be more 
thoroughly discussed in the Incidental Take section. 
The turnaround of the fledge ratio on the Missouri Rive was due, for the most part, to the success of the 
birds below Gavins Point Dam. This segment had the highest number of adults, the highest number of 
fledglings, and a healthy fledge ratio of 1.34 fledglings per adult pair. With the exception of Gavins Point 
and the segment below Fort Peck Dam, which had a robust fledge ratio of 2.18 for its small population, 
none of the other segments were above the 2003 BiOp goal of 0.94. The Garrison River Segment had a 
fledge ratio of 0.73, Lake Oahe was 0.87, Fort Randall River was 0.47, and Lake Sakakawea was 0.3 1. 
Fort Peck Lake and Lewis and Clark Lake had fledge ratios of 0.00. Despite having three fledglings, a 
fledge ratio cannot be calculated for Lake Francis Case as there were no adults on the lake at the time of the 
adult census. (The small tern colony at North Point on Lake Francis Case was started after the adult census 
was concluded.) 
The higher number of adults seen on the Fort Randall, Lake Oahe, and Garrison Segments did not translate 
into higher numbers of fledglings in 2005. Sub par fledge ratios for these three segments and no production 
off of Lewis and Clark Lake does not bode well for long term success on the Missouri River and could be 
indicative of habitat loss and degradation for these segments. More and more the success of the least tern 
on the Missouri is being borne by the productivity of the 58 miles of river below Gavins Point Dam. 
2. Mortality of Adults. Chicks, Eggs and Nests. 
Nest Mortality. 
In 2005, there was a record 649 least tern nests on the Missouri River, beating the previous high of 5 18 
nests found in 1994. Of these nests, 372 hatched (another record, eclipsing the 344 that hatched in 2003). 
For the 277 nests that did not hatch (second highest since 1994's 332 that did not hatch), the nest fates are 
as identified below. 
Flooded (Non-Corps Operations) - 4 nests: These nests were lost to rising river levels as a result of rain 
storms in the area (see Incidental Take section). 
Flooded (Corps Operations) - 3 nests: These nests were lost due to the Corps operation of the Missouri 
River dams (see Incidental Take section). 
Weather - 55 nests: These are nests lost to weather events such rain, hail, and wind. 
Predation - 56 nests: Predators include mink, raccoons, coyotes, owls, gulls, and other mammal and avian 
species. 
Human Disturbance - 2 nests: These nests were lost to human activity. 
Destroyed Undetermined Cause - 36: These were nests that were destroyed before the eggs could have 
hatched but for which no cause could be determined by the survey crew. 
Fate Undetermined - 79 nests: There are two types of nests that fall into this category. One is a suspected 
incomplete clutch where the incubation stage is not determined and the nest is then missing on the next site 
visit. The other is nests in which the egg incubation was far enough along that the eggs could have hatched 
between site visits. However, the crew could find no evidence of egg hatching or egg destruction. 
Abandoned - 41 nests: These are nests that were abandoned by the adults. 
Non-viable Eggs - 1 nest: This was a nest in which the eggs were not viable, but were still incubated by the 
adults. 
Adult and Chick Mortality. 
Survey crews were instructed to try and determine a cause of death for least tern adults and chicks found on 
site. If a cause of death could not be determined and the specimen was fresh, the specimen was then sent to 
the National Wildlife Health Center in Madison, Wisconsin, for analysis. Five adult, two fledglings, and 
thirteen chick specimens were found in 2005. 
For the five adults, one was found with an egg in the vent, but was otherwise too decayed to send to the lab. 
A second was also too decayed to send to the lab, but heavy rain had fallen in the area previous to the 
discovery and weather was suspected as a factor in the death. The other three were sent to lab for necropsy. 
None of the three tested positive for the West Nile Virus. One of the specimens was found to be emaciated, 
but no other cause could be found, one was suspected to have drowned, and the third had suffered a blunt 
trauma to the head, had a ruptured cloaca and oviduct, and was emaciated. For the two fledglings, the 
cause of death for one was unknown and the second was sent to the lab for necropsy. The lab could not 
determine a cause of death for this specimen. For the thirteen chicks, one was sent to the lab for necropsy, 
but no result has been forwarded. For five, the cause of death could not be determined and the chicks were 
too decayed to be sent to the lab. Three were believed to have been killed in storm events and four were 
stepped on by humans. In the case of the four that were stepped on, all occurred on the Gavins Point 
Segment where, in addition to surveys by Corps personnel, research was being conducted by the USGS on 
least terns and research was being conducted on piping plovers by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute. The 
Gavins Point crew believed that some, if not all, of these chicks were stepped on by the researchers. 
Mortality caused by Corps Operations. 
The 2003 Amended BiOp incidental take statement set a five year running average fledge ratio goal of 0.94 
fledglings per adult pair to be maintained by the Corps. Though not stated directly in the 2003 Amended 
BiOp, this goal was also applied to habitat requirements, see page 198. The table below shows the Corps 
has exceeded the five-year (2001 to 2005) fledge ratio 0.94 for least terns with a five-year fledge ratio of 
1.05 fledglings per adult pair. 
Table 6. 
FIVE-YEAR (200 1-2005) FLEDGE RATIO FOR LEAST TERNS (REQUIRED 0.94) 
The chart below shows the five-year running average for the Missouri River from 1986 to 1990 through 
2001 to 2005. 
Chart 7. 
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The chart shows that the Corps has maintained the five year running average above 0.94 fledglings per 
adult pair for seven consecutive years. However, there has been a downward trend for the past three years. 
The 2003 Amended BiOp states that "re-initiation of consultation will be required if the Corps' actions will 
result in take of more than 180 eggs in a three-year consecutive period." In 2005, three tern nests 
containing nine eggs were lost to Corps operations (see discussion below). In 2003, one tern egg was taken 
due to Corps operations and in 2004 no tern eggs were taken due to Corps operations. The three year take 
due to Corps operations (2003 to 2005) of ten eggs is well below the re-consultation trigger of 180 eggs. 
3. Incidental Take Analysis. 
In 2005, incidental take due to Corps operations totaled nine least tern eggs. The losses came from three 
nests; one nest from Lake Sakakawea and two nests from the Fort Randall River Segment. 
Lake Sakakawea: a three egg least tern nest (Nest ID 053442) was located at Tobacco Garden Bay on July 
11,2005. On that date, the lake level was at 1,817.0 feet msl. By the time of the next site visit on July 18, 
2005, the lake had risen 0.7 feet to 1,817.7 feet msl and the nest had been flooded. Though the nest had not 
been listed as being below 18 inches elevation on the previous visit, the crew concluded it had been lost 
due to the rising of the lake. 
Fort Randall River Segment: On June 15,2005, least tern nests 058030 and 05803 1 ,  each with three eggs, 
were located on a sandbar at RM 866.5. By coincidence, the Greenwood gauge is located within a half 
mile of this sandbar. Therefore, highly accurate records of river height fluctuations were available for these 
nests. Fort Randall Dam is operated for hydropower generation which means releases fluctuate depending 
on power demands. During the tern and plover nesting season, controls are in place that releases cannot 
exceed 4 1,000 cfs with a maximum duration of six hours. Releases are cut to zero during times of minimal 
power needs. The changes in flows can have a dramatic effect on the water level of the river below the 
dam with the effect being dampened the further downriver a sandbar is located from the dam. Hourly 
recordings of river heights showed that water level at Greenwood would fluctuate from three to four feet in 
a 24 hour period. On the site visit on June 22,2005, the Fort Randall crew noted that the two nests were 
okay, but the high water mark on the sandbar was close to the nests. Both nests were raised on mounds that 
day. On the subsequent visit on June 29,2005 it was found that both nests had been flooded, despite being 
raised. A check of the Greenwood gauge showed a peak of 26.84 feet at 0100 hours on June 29,2005. 
Between June 15 and June 22,2005 the nests had survived peaks of 26.5 feet. A check of Corps releases 
shows that 29,361 acre feet of water were released from Fort Randall on June 27, 2005 while 38,131 acre 
feet were released on June 28, 2005. The increase on June 28,2005 most probably accounted for the rise at 
the Greenwood gauge and the inundation of the two least tern nests. 
During the 2005 nesting season, four other least tern nests were lost to flooding. These flood losses were 
not caused by Corps operations and are examined below. 
Gavins Point River - four nests 
RM 770.0: Two nests (05 10076 and 05 10080) at this created sandbar were located around 1000 hours on 
June 2,2005. The closest river gauge to this area is the Maskell gauge (RM 775) which recorded a reading 
of 22.32 feet at that time and date. Releases from Gavins Point Dam were 23,000 cfs on June 2,2005 and 
remained at 23,000 cfs through June 9,2005, the date of the next nest visit and the discovery that the two 
nests had been flooded. Unlike Fort Randall Dam, releases from Gavins Point Dam are constant and are 
not "peaked" for hydropower generation. During the time between site visits, the lowest reading on the 
Maskell gauge was 22.29 feet which occurred at 0100 hours on June 3,2005. The highest reading on the 
gauge was 22.97 feet which occurred at 1900 hours on June 5. Because releases from Gavins Point Dam 
were constant (23,000 cfs) throughout the time between the nest visits, some factor other than Corps 
operations caused the river to rise 0.65 feet between the nests discovery on June 2,2005 and the high water 
mark on the evening of June 5, 2005. Most likely, the river rise was caused by rain storms that occurred in 
the area. 
RM 761.3: Two nests (0510051 and 0510055) at this created sandbar were located around 1400 hours on 
June 1,2005. River gauge data was taken from the Maskell gauge (RM 775) which recorded a reading of 
22.34 feet at that time and date. Releases from Gavins Point Dam were 23,000 cfs on June 1,2005 and 
remained at 23,000 cfs through June 8,2005, the date of the next nest visit and the discovery that the two 
nests had been flooded. During the time between site visits, the lowest reading on the Maskell gauge was 
22.29 feet which occurred at 0100 hours on June 3,2005. The hlghest reading on the gauge was 22.97 feet 
which occurred at 1900 hours on June 5,2005. Because releases from Gavins Point Dam were constant 
(23,000 cfs) throughout the time between the nest visits, some factor other than Corps operations caused 
the river to rise 0.63 feet between the nests discovery on June 1 and the high water mark on the evening of 
June 5,2005. Most likely, the river rise was caused by rain storms that occurred in the area. 
RPM 2 - Monitor. Evaluate. and Adiust Operations to Minimize Take of Least Terns. 
Throughout the nesting season, the Corps Water Management Division and its Threatened and Endangered 
Species Section held conference calls on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday to discuss water releases from 
the Missouri River dams and their effects on least terns and piping plovers. These discussions were used to 
minimize take by communicating water release schedules relative to nests and sandbars that have been 
identified as "at risk" due to Corps operations. In July and August of 2005, water releases out of Gavins 
Point Dam were closely monitored to ensure take did not occur. In one instance, navigation targets were 
missed on the navigation channel below Nebraska City to prevent possible take of eggs and chicks. In 
another instance, water was released from Corps dams on Kansas River tributaries to supply water to meet 
the navigation target at Kansas City, Missouri, rather than to increase releases out of Gavins Point Dam. 
Also, throughout the nesting season, hydropower peaking controls are in place for Fort Randall and 
Garrison Dams to minimize take of eggs and birds on the Missouri below these two dams. 
An inadvertent lowering of Lake Francis Case in July 2005 caused the shoreline peninsula at North Point to 
be exposed. This site had previously been used by least terns in 2003 and 2004 and, with the site exposed, 
a small group of terns nested there again in 2005. On July 15,2005, the Fort Randall crew discovered four 
nests at the site. When the Water Management Division was notified of the colony's existence on Lake 
Francis Case, the decision was made to hold the lake at a level that would not inundate the colony. The 
lake was held at that level through August 18,2005, when the Fort Randall crew reported that the three 
least tern chicks at the site had fledged. 
RPM 4 - Monitor. Evaluate, and Modifv Created and Rehabilitated Sandbars. 
Two sandbar complexes were constructed on the Gavins Point Segment during the winter of 2004 to 2005 
to provide nesting habitat for least terns and piping plovers. These complexes were constructed at RM 
770.0 and 761.3 and provided 50 and 38 acres of habitat respectively (see photo on page 20). These 
complexes joined the Ponca complex (RM 755.0) that was constructed in the spring of 2004. 
In addition to the construction projects, vegetation modification was conducted on 135 acres at three 
sandbars (RM 781.5,777.7, and 756.6) in the Gavins Point Segment. At RM 781.5, a herbicide was used 
to kill the vegetation and the vegetation was removed using mowers and a timber axe (see photo). At RM 
777.7, the vegetation was killed with herbicide, but the dead material was not removed due to the inability 
to get equipment to the site. At RM 756.6, the vegetation was killed with herbicide and the dead vegetation 
was partially removed by mowing and burning. 
Timber Axe at RM 78 1.5 
The least terns proved to be very successful on the constructed habitat and were an important factor in the 
record number of least tern adults and high productivity on the Gavins Point Segment in 2005. The chart 
below compares the adult numbers, juvenile numbers (fledglings), and the fledge ratios for four types of 
habitat that were available to least terns below Gavins Point Dam in 2005. These were created sandbars, 
vegetation modification sandbars, normal sandbars (no treatment), and low sandbars. The low sandbars 
represent sandbars that were available to the terns due to low releases out of Gavins Point Dam during the 
2005 nesting season. Due to higher than normal tributary flows into the Missouri and not having to meet 
the navigation target at Sioux City (Iowa), releases out of Gavins Point Dam averaged around 2 1,500 cfs 
during most of the nesting season. (Normal minimum flow to meet navigation is usually 28,000 cfs.) This 
exposed sandbars that are normally submerged during the nesting season. 
Chart 8. 
Least Tern Adults, Juveniles & Fledge Ratios 
by Habitat in 2005 
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The chart above shows the terns highest numbers for adults, juveniles, and fledge ratios occurred on the 
created sandbars. By fledge ratios, the terns also did quite well on the vegetation modification and low 
flow sandbars. The only habitat where the terns did not meet the 0.94 fledglings per pair BiOp goal was on 
the normal (untreated) sandbars. The table below shows the percent of adults and juveniles use by habitat 
type for the Gavins Point Segment for adult and juvenile terns. 
Table 7. 
HABITAT USE BY LEAST TERN JUVENILES & ADULTS BELOW GAVINS POINT DAM IN 2005 
The table shows that while nearly a quarter of the tern adults (24.4 percent) were on the normal sandbars in 
2005, they produced only 13.5 percent of the fledglings. Over 43 percent of the tern adults were on the 
created sandbars and these sandbars accounted for nearly 57 percent of the fledglings. Taken to the next 
level, the 206 tern adults on these three created sandbar complexes accounted for 22.8 percent (2061904) of 
all least tern adults on the Missouri River in 2005 and accounted for 36.6 percent (1811494) of all least tern 
fledglings on the Missouri. 
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In addition to monitoring and evaluation efforts by Corps personnel, the Corps has contracted with the 
USGS Northern Prairie Wildlife Research Center to conduct a least tern forage ecology and productivity 
study on the Gavins Point Segment. This study began in 2005 and will continue in 2006. Study objectives 
related directly to the created sandbars include: 1) compare habitat characteristics of natural and created 
sandbars at landscape and sandbar scales; 2) compare estimated nest numbers, nest survival, and 
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reproductive success of least tern nests on natural and created sandbars; 3) assess least tern foraging 
activity and capture rates in proximity of created and natural emergent sandbar habitat; and 4) assess least 
tern prey abundance in relation to proximity to known tern foraging habitat and created and natural 
emergent sandbar habitats. 
RPM 5 - Evaluate Effective Measures to Reduce Least Tern Predation. 
Least tern predator exclosures used on the Kansas River were evaluated for possible use on the Missouri 
River. They were, however, deemed to be too large and, therefore, impractical to install in the large tern 
colonies. 
RPM 6 - Reduce Human Disturbance of Least Terns and Conduct Outreach and Education. 
In 2005, two least tern nests, each containing two eggs, were destroyed by humans. Both nest losses 
occurred on the Gavins Point Segment. Nest 05 10323 was on a small sandbar at RM 79 1.5. It was run 
over by an all terrain vehicle that accessed the sandbar through a shallow portion of the river from the 
South Dakota shore. Nest 05 10526 was on a sandbar at RM 777.5 and was stepped on. The Gavins Point 
crew speculated the nest may have been stepped on by a researcher from the USGS. 
To deter human disturbance and increase awareness of endangered species, restriction signs and spacer 
stakes with orange twine were placed around least tern nesting sites. The signs, stakes, and twine created a 
"psychological bamer" that delineated the nesting sites for the public. Listed below are the sites where 
restrictions were posted. 
Missouri River below Fort Peck Dam: 
Restriction signs were placed around nesting sites on the sandbar at RM 1607.0. 
Missouri River below Gamson Dam: 
Restriction signs were placed around nesting sites on the sandbar at Heskett (RM 13 19.9). 
Lake Oahe: 
Restriction signs were placed around nesting sites at State Line (RM 1232.0), Vander Laan (RM 1225.0), 
Old Railroad Grade (RM 1199.0), Blue Blanket (RM 1189.0), Okobojo Creek (RM 1089.5), and at Cow 
Creek (RM 1089.0). The last two sites are near recreation areas and were monitored by South Dakota 
Game, Fish and Parks personnel to prevent campers fiom disturbing the birds. 
Lake Francis Case: 
A small least tern colony was found near the North Point Campground (RM 881). The area was posted 
with Threatened and Endangered species signs and fenced by Fort Randall Project personnel. The site was 
monitored by South Dakota Game, Fish, and Parks personnel to prevent North Point campers fiom 
disturbing the colony. 
Missouri River below Fort Randall Dam: 
Sandbars at RM 870.2, 869.5, and 854.7 were fenced and signed. 
Missouri River below Gavins Point Dam: 
Restriction signs and orange twine fencing were placed around nesting sites on sandbars at RM 808.2, 
804.5, 803.4, 802.5, 801.3, 795.9, 795.3, 793.6, 788.5, 781.5, 770.0, 761.3, 759.2, 756.6, 754.9, and 754.2. 
Protection of least tern nesting sites was coordinated with law enforcement ofiicers from the Service and 
the South Dakota Game, Fish, and Parks Department. Officers from these two agencies conducted 
deterrence patrols throughout the nesting season on the Fort Randall and Gavins Point Segments. 
Outreach efforts in 2005 included presentations before civic organizations, schools, environmental groups, 
and at campfire programs, the placement of new interpretive signs at boat ramps, the writing of articles for 
area newspapers, and the distribution of the "Missouri River Species at Risk" brochure to area businesses 
and the public. 
A revised contingency plan for moving least tern eggs was developed in 2004 and submitted to the Service. 
In 2005, eighteen least tern nests were raised and/or moved. Six subsequently had a successful hatching. 
Unfortunately, two other nests were lost to flooding, one nest to weather, one nest to predation, three nests 
had an undetermined fate, and five nests were abandoned by the adults. 
Least tern sitting on a raised nest on the Fort Randall Segment 
II.D.2 Piping Plover 
RPM 1 - The Corps shall survey and monitor all plover sites on the Missouri and Kansas Rivers. 
Kansas River. 
There were three pairs of piping plovers and 2 1 pairs of least terns that nested along the Kansas River and 
at Jeffiey Energy Center during 2005. A total of five piping plover and 37 least tern nests were located and 
tracked. All of the plover nests and 15 tern nests were located at the Belvue Colony. A total of 19 tern 
nests were located at Jefiey Energy Center, and three tern nests were located at separate locations along 
the river. Of the 18 least tern nests located along the river, six were destroyed by flooding, three were 
abandoned, three were depredated, one destroyed by hail, and five that hatched ten chicks. Of these ten 
chicks, three managed to fledge. Of the 19 tern nests at Jeffrey Energy Center, seven were depredated, two 
were washed away, one was abandoned, and nine hatched a total of 19 chicks, of which five fledged. For 
the piping plover, out of the three nests hatched, one fledged a single juvenile. One of the remaining plover 
nest was depredated and the other abandoned. There were two high water events that impacted plover or 
tern nests and juveniles. There were no nests or young of either species that were destroyed by rising river 
flows due to releases from Milford or Tuttle Creek Lakes. There was one piping plover chick that fledged 
for a fledging success of 0.33 fledglings per pair and three least terns that fledged from five pairs nesting 
along the Kansas River for a fledging success of 0.60 fledglings per pair. Reproductive success for the 
terns at Jeffery Energy Center was five fledglings from 16 nesting pairs for 0.3 1 fledglings per pair. 
Missouri River. 
Monitoring of piping plover nesting sites on the Missouri River was conducted by Corps personnel on the 
Missouri River below Fort Peck, Garrison, Fort Randall, and Gavins Point Dams, on Lake Sakakawea, 
Lake Oahe, Lake Francis Case, and Lewis and Clark Lake. Service personnel monitored Lake Audubon 
National Wildlife Refuge and an adjacent part of Lake Sakakawea under a contract. 
The first piping plover observation for 2005 occurred on April 8, 2005 with that of a piping plover on a 
newly constructed sandbar at RM 761.3 in the Gavins Point River Segment. The earliest nest initiation was 
at Tobacco Garden Bay on Lake Sakakawea, occurring on April 26,2005. The latest nest initiation was on 
the Gavins Point Segment at RM 770.0, occurring on July 6,2005. The table below shows the productivity 
and adult census results by segment for the 2005 nesting season. For a site by site summary of nest fates, 
productivity and adult census results, see Appendix B. 
Table 8. 
RESULT OF 2005 ADULT CENSUS ANDMONITORING EFFORTS OF THE PIPING PLOVER 
Nest Success = HN/N, where HN= hatched nests and N=number of nests 
Fledge Ratio = number of fledged chicks per pair of adult birds 
NA = Not Applicable 
NS = Not Surveyed 
With 1,764 adult piping plovers counted, 2005 marked the fourth consecutive year that the Missouri River 
recovery goal of 525 piping plover pairs was exceeded, the sixth consecutive year of record numbers of 
piping plovers on the Missouri River, and the eighth consecutive annual increase in adult piping plover 
numbers. The 1,764 plovers represent an 1 1.1 percent increase over 1,587 birds in 2004. (See Chart 9 
below.) 
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Chart 9. 
Missouri River Piping Plover Adults & Juveniles 
1986 - 2005 
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The pie chart below shows the adult piping plover distribution by segments. The segments have been color 
coded with green representing riverine segments and blue representing reservoir segments. (Due to the 
riverine nature of the piping plover habitat on Lewis and Clark Lake, that segment is listed as riverine and 
not reservoir.) 
Chart 10. 
2005 Piping Plover Adults by Segment 
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In contrast to the least tern, the majority of adult piping plovers, 64.4 percent (1 13611764), were found on 
the reservoirs in 2005. This is a reflection of the continued drought in the northern Great Plains that has 
dropped the water levels of Lakes Sakakawea and Oahe and exposed miles of shoreline habitat for the 
plovers. As in previous years, the two aforementioned reservoirs led the Missouri River segments in adult 
plovers. The 746 piping plovers found on Lake Sakakawea marked the sixth consecutive record number 
for the reservoir, though the 746 birds represented only 1 percent increase over 738 adults in 2004. Plover 
adult numbers on Lake Oahe declined from 2004 with 364 adults representing a 6.7 percent decline from 
390 in 2004. 
The third highest adult total was the segment below Gavins Point Dam with 340. l lus  was a record 
number of plover adults for the segment and represents a 29.8 percent (3401262) increase from 2004. The 
segment below Ganison Dam had the fourth highest adult numbers with 220 and also saw a double digit 
gain of 50.7 percent (2201146) over 2004. The Fort Randall Segment saw the exact same number of plover 
adults in 2005 - 42, as were on the segment in 2004. Fort Peck Lake had a 188.9 percent increase in 2005 
(2619) compared to 2004. Plovers returned to Lewis and Clark Lake in 2005 with 24 recorded compared to 
none in 2004. A single pair of plovers was found on the Fort Peck River Segment in 2005, but this was an 
improvement for none were found in 2004. The only segment without piping plovers in 2005 was Lake 
Francis Case, where plovers have never been recorded. 
RPM 1.2 - Survival Information. 
In 2005, 1,016 piping plovers fledged off of the Missouri River. The chart below shows how that number 
compares to previous years. The 1,O 16 fledglings represent a 13.8 percent decline compared to the record 
of 1,179 fledglings in 2004. But 2005 marks the fourth consecutive year where piping plover fledglings 
were at or above 1,000. The pie chart below shows the plover fledgling distribution by segment. 
Chart 1 1. 
2005 Missouri River Piping Plover Fledglings by 
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As with the adults, the majority of the fledglings were on the reservoirs, but, whereas, 64.4 percent of the 
adults were on the reservoirs, only 55.8 percent (56711016) of the fledglings were found there. Lake 
Sakakawea saw a large decline of 39.7 percent with 333 fledglings compared to 552 in 2004. The reason 
for the decline can be attributed to the rise of the reservoir during the nesting season when 30 nests with 
110 eggs were lost to inundation. The reservoir also rose into the vegetation zone of the shoreline, making 
it difficult for surveyors to track the chicks. Lake Oahe also saw a decline in fledglings of 19.1 percent, 
going from 272 in 2004 to 220. Lake Francis Case had no production in 2005. On the reservoirs, only Fort 
Peck Lake saw an increase, 40.0 percent, going to 14 in 2005 from 10 in 2004. 
The best producer of piping plover fledglings in 2005 was the Gavins Point Segment. Gavins Point 
produced a record number of fledglings with 335, a rise of 36.7 percent compared to 245 in 2004. The rise 
in plover success can be attributed to the creation of habitat through the construction of sandbars, removing 
vegetation off of existing sandbars, and low flows out of Gavins Point Dam throughout the nesting season. 
The Garrison River Segment had a modest increase of 7.1 percent (91185) as did the Fort Randall Segment 
with an increase of 13.3 percent (17f15). The Fort Peck River Segment had one clutch of plover chicks in 
2005 and all four fledged, compared to none in 2004. Likewise, Lewis and Clark Lake had two fledglings 
compared to none in 2004. 
The fledge ratio for the Missouri River in 2005 was 1.15 fledglings per adult pair which represents a 22.8 
percent decline from a fledge ratio of 1.49 in 2004. The chart below (Chart 12) shows the annual fledge 
ratios for piping plovers from 1986 through 2005. 
Chart 1 2. 
Piping Plover Fledge Ratios on the Missouri River, 
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Plover Fledge Ratio - Fledge Goal 1 
-- 
It should be remembered that the above chart is for annual comparative purposes only. For Biological 
Opinion compliance, the three year running average is used (see table and chart on pages 23 and 24). 
Only two of the nine Missouri River segments that were monitored for piping plovers were above the 1.22 
fledglings per pair goal, the Fort Peck River Segment and the Gavins Point Segment. The Fort Peck River 
Segment had a fledge ratio of 4.00, but this represents the effort of the only pair found on the segment and 
they were able to fledge all four of their chicks. In contrast, the Gavins Point Segment had the third highest 
number of adults (340) and the highest number of fledglings (333) which resulted in a robust fledge ratio of 
1.97 fledglings per adult pair. Lake Oahe came close to meeting the fledge ratio goal of 1.22 with a fledge 
ratio of 1.2 1 and the small number of plovers on Fort Peck Lake had a fledge ratio of 1.08. 
On Lake Sakakawea, the fledge ratio was 0.89 and may be reflective of the rising water level the plovers 
experienced during the nesting season. The fledge ratio for the Gamson River was a disappointing 0.83. 
The large influx of piping plover adults into to this segment did not translate into additional fledglings. 
There was no productivity on Lake Francis Case and productivity on the Fort Randall Segment was 0.8 1 
fledglings per adult pair. The fledge ratio for Lewis and Clark was a very poor 0.17. However, that was 
better than the ratio of 0.00 in 2004. 
RPM 1.3 Nests and Eggs LOSS. 
Nest Mortality: As noted in the table above, there were 922 piping plover nests on the Missouri River in 
2005 and 630 of these nests had successful hatchings. There were 292 nests that were lost. The nest losses 
are categorized below. Egg losses are estimated as per RPM 1.3 which states "Methods of analysis that 
accurately estimate the number of eggs in destroyed nests at the time of their destruction shall be used. For 
example, a nest is visited during the laying period before a full modal clutch size of four (Haig 1992) had 
been laid. On the next visit, seven days later, the nest has been destroyed. The estimate should be based on 
the number of eggs observed plus an assumption that the following eggs were laid at a rate of 1 egg per 1.5 
days." It should be noted that this methodology probably over estimates egg losses since it makes two false 
assumptions: 1) it assumes nest destruction does not occur until after a full egg clutch is laid and 2) it 
assumes that piping plovers always lay four egg clutches. This is definitely not always the case, especially 
with re-nests where a clutch is more likely to be two or three eggs rather than the full modal clutch size of 
four. 
Flooded (Non-Corps Operations) - 6 nests, 19 eggs known, 24 eggs estimated: These nests were lost to 
rising river levels as a result of rain storms in the area. 
Flooded (Corps Operations) - 30 nests, 110 eggs known, 120 eggs estimated: These nests were lost due to 
the rising of Lake Sakakawea during the nesting season. 
Weather - 83 nests, 273 eggs known and 3 1 1 eggs estimated: These are nests lost to weather events such 
rain, hail, and wind. 
Predation - 30 nests, 96 eggs known, 1 14 eggs estimated: Predators include rmnk, raccoons, coyotes, owls, 
gulls, crows, and other mammalian and avian species. 
Human Disturbance - 4 nests, 16 eggs known, 16 eggs estimated: One nest was lost on Lake Sakakawea, 
one on Lake Oahe, and two on the Gavins Point Segment. 
Bank Erosion - 4 nests, 15 eggs known, 16 eggs estimated: These nests were lost when the river eroded 
away the part of the sandbar where the nests were located. 
Livestock - 8 nests, 30 eggs known, 3 1 eggs estimated: These nests were lost when cattle stepped on the 
nests. 
Destroyed Unknown Cause - 47 nests, 157 eggs known, 180 eggs estimated: These were nests that were 
destroyed before the eggs could have hatched but for which no cause could be determined by the survey 
crew. 
Fate Undetermined - 5 1 nests, 177 eggs known, 19 1 eggs estimated: There are two types of nests that fall 
into this category. One is a suspected incomplete clutch in which the incubation stage is not determined 
and the nest is then missing on the next site visit. The other is nests in which the egg incubation was far 
enough along so that the eggs could have hatched between site visits. However, the crew could find no 
evidence of egg hatching or egg destruction. 
Abandoned - 26 nests, 89 eggs known, 94 eggs estimated: These are nests that were abandoned by the 
adults. 
Non-viable Eggs - 3 nests, 12 eggs known, 12 eggs estimated: These were nests in which the eggs were not 
viable, but were still incubated by the adults. 
RF'M 2.2 Adult and Chick Mortalitv. 
Survey crews were instructed to try and determine a cause of death for piping plover adults and chicks 
found on site. If a cause of death could not be determined and the specimen was not decayed, the specimen 
was then sent to the National Wildlife Health Center in Madison, Wisconsin, for analysis. Four adult and 
thirteen chick remains were found in 2005. 
For the four adults, the cause of death of two was believed to be weather related, both from hail. For the 
other two adults, the cause of death was listed as unknown but weather was suspected as the cause for one. 
For the plover chicks, four of the thirteen were forwarded to the lab. The cause of death for one chick was 
attributed to a predator and for the other, a bee was found lodged in its esophagus. The stinger was 
detached from the bee and the chick may have been stung by the bee while attempting to swallow it. Lab 
results for the other two specimens have not been forwarded. For the nine chicks that were not sent to the 
lab, a cause of death could not be determined for six of the chicks and the other three chicks were stepped 
on by humans. As with the least terns that were stepped on, the three plover chick incidents occurred on 
the Gavins Point Segment. The Gavins Point crew believed that researchers from the USGS or VPI may 
have stepped on the chicks. 
RF'M 3 - The Corps shall coordinate regularly with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to ensure that 
operations minimize take. 
From May through August 2005, the Corps Water Management Division and Threatened and Endangered 
Species Section held weekly conference calls with the Service North Dakota and Kansas ecological 
services ofiices to apprise them of the status of water operations and piping plover nest and chick status on 
the Missouri and Kansas Rivers. Service personnel at the ecological services offices in Montana, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, and Missouri had access to the Corps Threatened and 
Endangered Species Data Management System (TESDMS) which allowed them to track piping plover nest 
and chick status via the Internet. Nests and sites that were considered at risk were highlighted in a report in 
the TESDMS. Corps and Service elements used the conference calls and the TESDMS to coordinate 
actions to minimize the take of piping plovers on the Missouri River. 
of eggs and chicks .... 
In 2005, thirteen piping plover nests and two plover chicks were moved and/or raised to prevent their loss 
from flooding or bank erosion. Of the thirteen nests, two subsequently had successful hatching of eggs. 
corps Personnel using a Coffee Can to move a Nest 
Four nest were lost to flooding, one to weather, two to bank erosion, one was destroyed though the cause 
was undetermined, two were abandoned, and one nest contained non-viable eggs. On August 9,2005, two 
1 1 to 15 days old plover chicks were moved from their small nesting sandbar at RM 807.4 to a higher 
adjacent island. On the next site visit, it was found that the two chicks had crossed the channel and 
returned to their natal sandbar. They subsequently fledged off the natural sandbar. 
RPM 5 - The Corps shall imvlement public information and education programs to increase public 
awareness to reduce take of nesting piping plovers. 
RPM 5.2 Public Relations. 
Outreach efforts in 2005 included presentations before civic organizations, schools, environmental groups, 
and at campfire programs, the placement of new interpretive signs at boat ramps, the writing of articles for 
area newspapers, and the distribution of the "Missouri River Species at Risk" brochure to area businesses 
and the public. 
RPM 5.3 Posting of P i~ ing  Plover Nesting Areas. 
To deter human disturbance and increase awareness of endangered species, restriction signs and spacer 
stakes with orange twine were placed around least tern nesting sites. The signs, stakes, and twine created a 
"psychological barrier" that delineated the nesting sites for the public. Listed below are the sites where 
restrictions were posted. 
Missouri River below Garrison Dam: Restriction signs were placed around nesting sites on the sandbar at 
Heskett (RM 13 19.9). 
Lake Oahe: Restriction signs were placed around nesting sites at State Line (RM 1232.0), Vander Laan 
(Rh4 1225.0), Old Railroad Grade (RM 1199.0), Blue Blanket (RM 1189.0), Okobojo Creek(RM 1089.5), 
and at Cow Creek (RM 1089.0). The last two sites are near recreation areas and were monitored by South 
Dakota Game, Fish and Parks personnel to prevent campers from disturbing the birds. 
Missouri River below Fort Randall Dam: Sandbars at River Miles 870.2,869.5, and 854.7 were fenced and 
signed. 
Missouri River below Gavins Point Dam: Restriction signs and orange twine fencing were placed around 
nesting sites on sandbars at RM 808.2, 804.5,803.4, 802.5,801.3,795.9,795.3,793.6,788.5,781.5,770.0, 
761.3, 759.2, 756.6, 754.9, and 754.2. 
Protection of piping plover nesting sites was coordinated with law enforcement officers from the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service and the South Dakota Game, Fish and Parks Department. Officers from these two 
agencies conducted deterrence patrols throughout the nesting season on the Fort Randall and Gavins Point 
Segments. 
RPM 6 - The Corps shall evaluate and implement actions to reduce predation on piping plover nests. chicks 
and adults. 
Wire mesh cages were used in 2005 to protect piping plover nests from mammalian and avian predators. 
The cages consist of three foot by three foot by foot wire mesh containing two by four inch openings. (See 
photo.) The cages are placed over the plover nest and anchored into the substrate with metal stakes at the 
four comers. After placing the cage, the surveyors retreat and watch the cage to ensure that the plover 
returns to the nest inside the cage. If the plover refuses to enter the cage, the cage is removed. When a nest 
is terminated the cage is removed. 
Gavins Point Crew installing a Plover Cage 
48 
As a general rule, cages were placed over plover nests located on river segments, but not on nests located 
on reservoir segments. The cages were not placed on nests in the reservoir segments because of the remote 
location of most of the nests. Though "smart predators" (predators that key on the cages) have been know 
to occur at other areas where piping plover nests are caged, this has not been documented on the Missouri 
River and did not occur in 2005. 
In 2005,250 plover nests were caged with 188 successhlly hatching eggs for a nest success of 75.2 
percent. Nest losses for caged nests are as follows: flooding - 0, weather - 14, predator - 6, bank erosion - 
3, human disturbance - 1, livestock - 0, destroyed unknown cause - 11, fate undetermined - 15, abandoned - 
1 1, and non-viable eggs - 1. There were 5 14 plover nests that were not caged and of these 284 successhlly 
hatched eggs for a nest success of 55.3 percent. Nest losses for nests that were not caged are as follows: 
flooded - 36, weather - 69, predator - 24, bank erosion - 1, human disturbance - 3, livestock - 8, destroyed 
unknown cause - 36, fate undetermined - 36, abandoned - 15, and non-viable eggs - 2. 
Nest loss due to a predator occurred at 2.4 percent (61250) of the caged nests while nest loss from a 
predator occurred at 4.7 percent (2415 14) at the nests that were not caged. On the other hand, there was a 
higher nest abandonment rate for caged nests, 4.4 percent (1 l1250), as compared to nests that were not 
caged 2.9 percent (1 515 14). 
There was no trapping or removal of predators to protect piping plovers on the Missouri River system in 
2005. 
RPM 7 - The Corps shall design, construct and manage created sandbar habitat in a manner that will be 
most beneficial for the biological and ecological needs of ~ i v i n ~  plovers. 
The sandbars constructed in the fall of 2004 (RM 76 1.4) and the winter of 2005 (RM 770) were designed 
and constructed according to the criteria specified in the BiOp including sandbar acreage recommendations, 
shape, slope, sandfpebble size, water compaction, and topography. Vegetation was removed from 657 
acres of existing sandbars. Because of equipment challenges, dead vegetation was only removed from 
approximately 145 acres. 
RPM 8 - The Corps shall develop and implement a Drogram to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of 
created sandbars as nesting habitat for piping plovers. 
The Corps monitored the sandbars created below Gavins Point Dam as a regular part of the productivity 
monitoring on the Missouri River. In 2005, three created sandbar complexes and three vegetation 
modification sandbars were available to the plovers in addition to non-treated (normal) sandbars. Finally, 
due to low flows out of Gavins Point Dam throughout the nesting season, several low sandbars that are 
normally submerged were available to the birds. (For a description of these habitats see the least tern RPM 
4 on page 35.) 
The piping plovers were very successhl on the created sandbars and thls habitat was an important factor in 
the record number of piping plover adults, fledglings, and high productivity on the Gavins Point Segment 
in 2005. The chart below (Chart 13) compares the adult numbers, juvenile numbers (fledglings), and the 
fledge ratios for four types of habitat (created, vegetation modification, normal, and low flow) that were 
available to piping plovers below Gavins Point Dam in 2005. 
Chart 13. 
Piping Plover Adults, Juveniles and Fledge Ratios by Habitat 
below Gavins Point Dam in 2005 
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The chart shows that the created sandbars had the highest number of adults and fledglings of the four 
habitat types, but the most productive were the low flow sandbars. Interestingly, adult and fledgling 
numbers and productivity on the normal (not treated with herbicide) sandbars nearly matched that of the 
created sandbars. The least terns, by contrast, did poorly on these sandbars. This may suggest that the 
piping plovers are more adaptable to marginal sandbar habitat than the least terns. The habitat the plovers 
did poorest on and had the fewest adult and fledglings was the vegetation modification (herbicide treated) 
sandbars. This may have been due to a predator problem on one of the sandbars. Still, even this habitat 
type had productivity higher than the BiOp goal of 1.22 fledglings per adult pair. 
In addition to monitoring and evaluation efforts by Corps personnel, the Corps has contracted with the 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute to conduct a three year PhD study to investigate "Factors Affecting Piping 
Plover Nesting Density and Population Numbers on the Missouri River, on Created and Natural Bars." 
The objectives of this study include: 1) to compare nest density, survival reproductive output, immigration 
and emigration, and foraginglstaging areas among artificially created and naturally occurring sandbars, 
evaluating the effectiveness of artificial habitat; 2) to estimate survival rates for both adult and juvenile 
piping plovers nesting below the Gavins Point Dam and determine the factors that affect those rates; 3) to 
estimate piping plover reproductive output below the Gavins Point Dam and to determine the factors 
affecting productivity; 4) to estimate nest density and to determine the factors affecting nest density below 
the Gavins Point Dam; 5) to locate and describe off river foraging by adults and staging areas by adults and 
juveniles; 6 )  to establish an adaptive management model of survival and productivity for piping plovers 
nesting on the Missouri River; and 7) to establish a preliminary model of movement of adult and juvenile 
plovers among Missouri River sub-populations. 
One additional habitat creation project was done to benefit piping plovers and least terns in 2005. There is 
a group of three islands in the Cheyenne River Arm of Lake Oahe. Collectively, the group is known as the 
Fish Gut Islands. Two of the three islands have supported nesting least terns and piping plovers. In the fall 
of 2004, the Oahe Project maintenance crew modified the third island by leveling it and placing gravel over 
it. One piping plover nest (05503 1) was found on the modified island. It was later lost to weather and no 
further nesting by either species was known to occur on the island. 
1I.E. Other Management and Research Activities. 
The following activities took place in 2005 that are not covered under RPAs, RPMs, and Conservation 
Measures, but, nevertheless, involved least terns and piping plovers on the Missouri River. 
Piping Plover Band Sightings. 
Piping plovers have been banded in various locales across their range for research purposes. These 
research purposes include aging adults and chicks, adult and chick survival, identifying breeding partners, 
measuring productivity of adults, and determining migration patterns and wintering grounds sites and 
usage. 
During training, Corps personnel are instructed to check the legs of piping plovers to determine if the bud 
is banded. Banded birds are then reported in the field journal with a description of the type and color of the 
band(s) and the location of the band(s) on the bud's leg(s). The following list summarizes banded bud 
observation on the Missouri River by segment in 2005. 
Lake Sakakawea: On June 8, 2005, surveyors observed a piping plover with a silver band on the upper 
right leg, red band on the lower right leg, and a silver band on the upper left leg. This plover was not 
associated with a nest. This bird may have been banded in Saskatchewan by the Canadian Wildlife Service. 
On July 13, 2005, a piping plover with a single green band on the lower left leg was observed near the 
Pouch Point boat ramp. It was not associated with a nest. This bird was banded by Danielle Le Fer as a 
part of a piping plover foraging ecology study conducted on Lake Sakakawea from 2001 through 2003. 
Lake Oahe: On July 1 ,6  and 12 a piping plover was observed at Charlie Point (RM 11 14) wearing a single 
light silver or white band on the upper left leg. A single white band on the upper leg is a regional marker 
for buds banded by Paul Goossen of the Canadian Wildlife Service in Saskatchewan, but there are other 
band combinations on the bird in addition to the regional marker. This bird apparently had none. 
Fort Randall: On 28 June 2005, an adult plover was observed at RM 851.7 with the combination of green 
flag upper right leg, black band lower right leg, and white band lower left leg. The plover was only 
observed during this initial sighting. This plover was banded by Dan Catlin of the Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute on the Gavins Point Segment in 2005. 
Lewis and Clark Lake: On 27 June 2005, two adult plovers were observed at RM 842.7 with the possible 
combination of green flag upper right leg, black band lower right leg, and red band lower left leg . The 
plovers were only observed during this initial sighting. These plovers were banded by Dan Catlin of the 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute on the Gavins Point Segment in 2005. 
Gavins Point: The Virginia Polytechnic Institute research team observed three piping plovers with light 
blue flags during the course of their work in 2005. The light blue flag is a marker for piping plovers that 
were captive reared by the Corps at the Gavins Point Project. Two of these plovers were captured by VPI 
researchers. From the Service bands on the buds, it was determined that one bud was a captive reared 
plover while the other plover was a wild reared plover captured as a chick by Robyn Niver as a part of her 
study comparing survivability between captive reared and wild reared piping plover chicks. 
Least Tern Genetics Study 
Ms. Hope Draheim is a master's candidate studying interior least tern genetics at the USGS Forest and 
Rangeland Ecosystem Science Center at Corvallis, Oregon. The Corps assisted Ms. Draheim in her study 
by collecting 2 1 least tern eggs for genetic analysis from nests on the Missouri River below Garrison Dam. 
The collection of the eggs was handled by the Corps Bismarck, North Dakota, Threatened and Endangered 
Species crew. Eggs were collected from eight sites. The locations, by river mile, the number of nests, and 
the nest identification number are as follows: RM 1352.5 (one: 054253), RM 135 1.5 (six: 054226,054227, 
054255,054256,054259, and 054261), RM 1347.8 (one: 054229), RM 1347.5 (one: 054288), RM 1345.0 
(two: 054293 and 054295), RM 1327.0 (one: 054269), RM 13 19.9 (four: 054241,054274,0543 12, and 
0543 14), RM 1308.9 (three: 054244,054280, and 054281), and RM 1264.6 (two: 055233 and 055235) 
(The last site is located on Lake Oahe.) 
No more than one egg was collected from any nest. Of the eggs collected, nineteen came from three egg 
clutches and two came from two egg clutches. Of the 21 nests from which eggs were collected, eighteen 
nests had successful egg hatchings, one nest was lost to weather, and two nests had an undetennined fate. 
An analysis was done to detennine what effect the collection of the 21 least tern eggs had on productivity 
for least terns on the Gamson River Segment. From the eight sites where eggs were collected, 82 eggs 
hatched and of the 82 chicks, 29 subsequently fledged. The hatch-to-fledge percentage for these eggs was 
35.4 percent (29182). The 34 eggs not collected from the 18 hatched nests all hatched. So, it is reasonable 
to assume that the eighteen eggs collected from the hatched nests would also have hatched. Applying the 
35.4 percent hatch-to fledge percentage, you can predict that six of the collected eggs would have produced 
fledged chicks. These six additional fledglings would have boosted the Gamson River Segment fledge 
ratio from 0.73 fledglings per adult pair (57 fledglings per 78.5 pairs) to 0.80 fledglings per adult pair (63 
fledglings per 78.5 pairs). For the entire Missouri River System, the additional six fledglings would have 
raised the least tern fledge ratio from 1.09 fledglings per adult pair (494 fledglings per 452 pairs) to 1 . l  1 
fledglings per adult pair (500 fledglings per 452 pairs). 
Bird Deterrence Measures. 
In May 2005, due to high tributary flows into the navigation channel, as a water conservation measure, 
flows out of Gavins Point Dam were kept low (21,500 cfs versus a normal minimum navigation flow of 
28,000 cfs). These low flows exposed sandbars that normally are submerged throughout the least tern and 
piping plover nesting season. Because of the possibility that least terns and piping plovers would utilize 
this low lying exposed habitat and due to the probability that these sandbars might later be inundated if 
flows had to be increased to meet flow targets in the navigation channel, Corps personnel investigated the 
placement of bird deterrence measures to keep the terns and plovers off of these sandbars. 
After consulting bird deterrence web pages and personnel from the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 
that have used bird deterrence measures on sandpits, it was decided to use owl decoys and flash tape. (See 
photo below.) 
Flash Tape Streamers on Sandbar 
Flash tape streamers were placed on low exposed sandbars at RM 870.2 below Fort Randall Dam and at 
RM 808.2, Rh4 791.5, and 774.0 below Gavins Point Dam. Owl decoys were placed in conjunction with 
the flash tape streamers at the low sandbars at RM 791.5 and RM 774.0. In addition to trying to deter the 
birds on the low sandbars, flash tape streamers and two owl decoys were placed on the sandbar at RM 
781.5. This sandbar had been herbicide treated in the fall of 2004, but removal of the vegetation would not 
occur until the spring of 2005 after the plovers had returned to the area. The bird deterrence measures were 
placed on the sandbar in the hope of deterring the plovers from nesting until after the vegetation removal 
work had been completed. Finally, an improvised series of black tape streamers were placed at the site of a 
proposed low water boat ramp south of Parshall Bay on Lake Sakakawea in order to deter plovers from 
using the area. 
With the possible exception of flash tape streamers placed on the sandbar at Rh4 870.2, the bird deterrence 
measures did not work. At Rh4 870.2, a plover nest (058005) was in a low area on the south side of the 
sandbar and was lost to a weather event. Flash tape streamers were placed in the area of the nest. No 
further nesting occurred in the area. However, both terns and plovers nested on the higher north side of the 
sandbar. At both RM 808.2 and 79 1.5, piping plovers were reported in the area at the time the flash tape 
streamers were put up. Subsequently, three piping plover and twelve least tern nests were initiated at 808.2 
and four piping plover and eleven least tern nests were initiated at Rh4 79 1.5. No piping plovers were 
observed in the area of the sandbar at Rh4 774.0 when the flash tape streamers and owl decoy were erected 
in May. However, on and around June 22,2005, one piping plover and two least tern nests were initiated at 
this site. At the sandbar at RM 781.5, no piping plover nests were found between the time the flash tape 
streamers and owl decoys were erected and a week later when the deterrence measures were taken down 
and the vegetation was removed by Corps maintenance personnel. However, VPI researchers reported 
observing piping plovers walking in amongst the flash tape streamers. 
Pi~ ing  Plover Migration Studv. 
The Corps fimded research by Vanessa Pompei of the University of Minnesota to investigate the spring and 
fall distribution of migrating piping plovers in North America. Ms. Pompei's work enlarged on her 
previous work in which she analyzed migration stopover sites used by Great Lakes piping plovers. The 
abstract from Ms. Pompei's work is below. 
Spring and Fall Distribution of Piping Plovers in North America: Implications for Migration Stopover 
Conservation by Vanessa D. Pompei, Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology, 
University of Minnesota 
ABSTRACT: The endangered and threatened Piping Plover (Charadrius melodus) has been extensively 
studied. However, little is known about their migration biology. Published records of Piping Plover 
sightings throughout North America were compiled and used to identify and rank current and historic 
stopover sites, explore the spatial patterns of stopover sites, document chronology of migration, and 
examine differences between spring and fall migration patterns and timing. Results show that Piping 
Plovers use sites throughout the study area east of the Rocky Mountains. More than 3,400 fall and spring 
stopover records were located at 1,196 sites. Approximately half the sites were current stopover sites; the 
other half was historic sites that are no longer used by plovers. Birds stop at both coastal and inland sites 
during migration. Published reports indicate plovers do not concentrate in large numbers at inland sites, 
and that they seem to stop opportunistically. In most cases, birds were reported as single individuals. For 
these reasons, protecting specific stopover sites for migrating Piping Plovers does not seem feasible or 
warranted at this time. 
Interior Least Tern Range Wide Adult Census. 
The Corps provided funding to the American Bird Conservancy to conduct the first range wide adult census 
of the interior least tern since the species was listed as endangered in 1985. The census was conducted 
between June 20 and July 10, 2005 with the following primary objectives: 1) to provide an estimate of the 
number of interior least terns occurring in North America during the breeding season ; 2) to document the 
range-wide distribution of nesting colonies; and 3) to describe the types of habitat that are used for nesting. 
Corps personnel on the Missouri River participated in the census and forwarded the results to the census 
coordinator, Casey Lott. A draft document of the region wide results has been written. However, at the 
time of this report, the final document has not been published. 
Evaluation of Procedures for Monitoring Numbers and Productivity of Piping Plovers and Least Terns on 
the Missouri River. 
The Corps contracted with the USGS Northern Prairie Wildlife Research Center to evaluate the procedures 
the Corps uses to monitor the adult numbers and productivity of least terns and piping plovers on the 
Missouri River. The USGS fielded a crew that monitored productivity independently of the Corps crew on 
the Gavins Point Segment in 2005. In addition to this monitoring effort, one USGS employee each was 
implanted into Corps Gavins Point and Garrison-Riverdale crews to observe first hand Corps monitoring 
techniques. 
111. Ecosvstem. 
1II.A. Bald Eagle Research - Omaha District. 
1II.A. 1. Mar, Current Cottonwood Forest. 
Amy Lee of the Engineering Research and Development Center (ERDC) delineated a tive-mile test reach 
of the Missouri National Recreational River into cottonwood cover classes. The map and the methods used 
to produce the delineation may be found on the Omaha District's bald eagle webpage at: 
https://w3.nwo.usace.arm~.mil/html/pd-e/RPM.html 
The methods used to delineate this test reach will be applied to stereo-paired aerial photography of other 
sections of the Missouri River. A contractor will produce a narrative report and maps describing the 
current health and vigor of the cottonwood forest in relation to the bald eagle. The report and maps will be 
completed as funding allows. 
During FY 2005, Kristine Nemec (NWO) presented a poster entitled "Cottonwood Management and 
Regeneration along the Missouri River" at the First National Conference on Ecosystem Restoration held in 
Orlando, Florida. Amy Lee (ERDC) prepared a poster entitled "Cottonwood Community Delineation" that 
was presented at the Missouri River Natural Resources Conference in Pierre, South Dakota. 
III.A.2. Create Management Plan. 
The Corps has created a draft cottonwood regeneration report that discusses different methods for restoring 
cottonwoods. In the spring of 2005, members of the interdisciplinary cottonwood team met in Yankton, 
South Dakota, to provide feedback on the plan and identify possible restoration sites along the Missouri 
National Recreational River. The team planted a one-quarter acre demo site near Yankton by using 
cuttings collected from young cottonwoods on a nearby sandbar. Minutes from the meeting can be found 
at: https://w3.nwo.usace.army.mi~ht~pd-e/workshor,.html 
1II.B Columbia Bottoms. 
The Columbia Bottom Wildlife Mitigation Project restores fish and wildlife habitats on approximately 
4,300 acres of land owned by the Missouri Department of Conservation. The project is located between 
RM 5.0 and 0.0 on the right bank of the Missouri River in St. Louis County, Missouri. The project is 
currently under construction with the estimated completion date of June 2006. Construction on the levee 
set-back, wetland cells, and water distribution system are complete. Habitat development features include 
800 acres of seasonally flooded wetlands, vegetative plantings, and a levee set-back to reconnect the river 
to its floodplain. A river pumping station will deliver water to the wetland pools for seasonal flooding. 
The pumping station was designed by Kansas City District in-house staff with architectlengineering 
contract support to supplement manpower. The wetland cells and water distribution system were designed 
by Reitz and Jens Engineering. The Corps conducted a value engineering study on the wetland design in 
December 200 1. 
IV. Missouri River Comprehensive Recovery Program. 
1V.A. Missouri River Recoverv Implementation. 
1V.A. 1. Missouri River Master Water Control Manual Review and Update. 
In 2005, the Northwestern Division (NWD) continued regulation of the Missouri River Main stem 
Reservoir System (System) under the Missouri River Master Water Control Manual (Master Manual) as 
revised in 2004. The Master Manual sets forth the guidelines for the operation of the System to serve the 
congressionally authorized project purposes of flood control, hydropower, water supply, water quality, 
irrigation, navigation, recreation, and fish and wildlife. NWD also initiated further review of the Master 
Manual to incorporate bimodal spring pulse releases from Gavins Point Dam, the lowest dam on the 
System Spring pulse releases in March and May were included as an element of the reasonable and 
prudent alternative to jeopardy for the endangered pallid sturgeon in the Service 2003 Amended BiOp. The 
pulses are intended to trigger spawning of the pallid sturgeon. The 2003 Amended BiOp provided the 
Corps an opportunity to develop a spring pulse plan with Basin Tribes and stakeholders. Spring pulses 
from Gavins Point Dam (in particular the May pulse) were controversial throughout the Master Manual 
Review and Update Process that culminated with the Record of Decision in 2004. Upstream Tribes and 
interests are concerned about releasing water from the upper reservoirs since they are considerably drawn 
down due to the current drought. Potential impacts to water supply, water quality, recreational access, and 
cultural resources are key issues. Downstream interests concerns center around potential crop damage 
caused by impacts of the May pulse on interior drainage and groundwater. 
In light of the controversy surrounding the pulses, NWD sought assistance from the U.S. Institute for 
Environmental Conflict Resolution (USIECR). The USIECR and their contractor, CDR Associates, in 
conjunction with Basin Tribes and stakeholders, initiated a facilitated process to develop a bimodal spring 
pulse release plan that provided benefit to the pallid sturgeon, but minimized impacts to Basin Tribes and 
stakeholders. While the process did not achieve consensus, considerable information was gained which has 
shaped the proposed technical criteria for the bimodal spring pulse releases that would be included in the 
Master Manual. The current process calls for revision of the Manual to include the technical criteria prior 
to implementation of March and May pulses in 2006 (and provided Total System Storage is above 
proposed preclude levels for the spring pulses). 
Initial steps were taken in 2005 toward development of a Missouri River Recovery Implementation 
Committee (MRRIC), including coordination with the USIECR and their contractor who are conducting a 
"situational assessment for a MRRIC" and will recommend the structure and function of the MRRIC. The 
Corps and Service believe MRRIC would advise agencies on recovery actions. The full range of Basin 
stakeholders would be represented on the MRRIC. 
1V.B. Missouri River Main Stem System Water Management in Calendar Year 2005 (Januaw 1.2005 to 
December 3 1.2005). 
The Missouri River runoff in calendar year 2005 above Sioux City, Iowa, was 20.4 million acre-feet 
(MAF), 8 1 percent of normal and the sixth consecutive year of drought in the Missouri River basin. 
Monthly runoff during 2005 above Sioux City, Iowa, varied from a low of 43 percent of normal in March 
and April to a high of 1 12 percent of normal in December. The mountain snow pack in the reach above 
Fort Peck peaked at 76 percent of the normal peak accumulation on April 22. The mountain snow pack in 
the reach between Fort Peck and Garrison peaked at 73 percent of the normal peak accumulation on May 
13. The normal date for snow accumulation to peak is April 15. The mountain snowmelt was 
accompanied by significant rainfall that resulted in very good run off during the May through July period. 
This improved the 2005 Missouri River basin runoff significantly. 
The System water-in-storage (storage) peaked at 38.9 MAF on July 17, 2005; 18.1 MAF below the base of 
the annual flood control and multiple-use zone. The System storage was 36.0 MAF on December 3 1, 2005. 
This was 0.8 MAF higher than the previous year which was the lowest end of year storage since the System 
filled. Due to the continued widespread drought conditions in the basin, measures were again taken to 
conserve water. The Master Manual was updated in March 2004. Therefore, this was the second year for 
implementing the new water conservation measures as prescribed by this new manual. This was 
accomplished by providing minimum service for navigation and other downstream authorized project 
purposes and shorting the season length by 48 days during 2005, the longest season reduction since the 
System regulation began in 1967. The 48 day season shortening was 26 days greater than would have been 
required with the previous water control manual, also resulting in additional water conservation during 
2005. Flow support for navigation was not provided in the upper portion of the navigation channel in April 
and part of May of 2005 since this portion of the Missouri River was not used for commercial navigation 
by the industry. Releases during the navigation season closure period were at or near historic lows to 
conserve additional water in the System as stipulated in the revised Master Manual. Flood damages 
prevented by the System reservoirs were estimated to be $109,210,900. The System generated 5.6 billion 
kwh of energy, 57 percent of the historic average during 2005. Hydropower generation in 2005 was the 
second lowest on record since the System first filled in 1967. 
The Missouri River System reservoirs provide outstanding opportunities for boating, fishing, swimming, 
camping, and other outdoor recreation pursuits. Tourism related to the reservoirs is a major economic 
factor in all of the states adjoining the main stem However, during extended drought periods, such as the 
Missouri River basin is currently experiencing, recreation is adversely affected. The pool levels at the 
upper three large-storage reservoirs, Fort Peck, Garrison, and Oahe, have been the most affected by the 
drought. During 2005, the Corps spent approximately $815,000 extending and relocating Category 1 and 2 
boat ramps (ramps that are owned by the Corps and are operated either by the Corps or other party) to 
maintain public access where such work was feasible. During 2005, public use at these reservoirs totaled 
38,729,800 visitor hours, a 3 percent decrease from 2004. 
Endangered Species regulation during 2005. The majority of endangered piping plovers were again found 
on the Gamson reservoir, Oahe reservoir, and below Gavins Point Dam. Habitat is abundant on the 
Garrison and Oahe reservoirs because the reservoirs are significantly drawn down due to the drought. A 
record number of piping plover adults, 1,764, was found on the Missouri River System this year. The 
fledge ratio was down this year, at 1.15 fledglings per pair. This was due in part to the loss of 1 19 eggs and 
chicks when Garrison reservoir rose over 10 feet during the nesting season as a result of rainfall and the 
melt of the mountain snow pack. A total of 904 threatened adult least terns nested on the System in 2005. 
Over half of the total adult population was found on the Missouri River reach below Gavins Point Dam. 
Adult terns were also found in large numbers on the river reach below Gamson Dam and along the shores 
of Oahe reservoir. Tern nesting also was very successful with a fledge ratio of 1.09 fledglings per pair. To 
save water in the upper reservoirs while preserving the ability to meet downstream targets, releases were 
cycled higher every third day during May. 
1V.C. Missouri River Main Stem Svstem Water Management Calendar Year 2005 Litigation. 
On April 1 1,2005, consolidated oral arguments were heard in two of the three Missouri River cases that 
were then pending before the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals. These cases involved: 1) challenges to the 
Corps Master Manual and the Service's Biological Opinion on operation of the Missouri River Main Stem 
System; 2) litigation by the State of North Dakota to enforce state water quality standards at Lake 
Sakakawea that would limit releases from that reservoir for downstream navigation and other purposes; and 
3) a challenge by environmental groups to the Corps creation of 1,200 acres of shallow water habitat. On 
August 16,2005, the appeals court issued both decisions. After issuance of the two decisions, the 
remaining pending appeal by American Rivers challenging the creation of 1,200 acres of shallow water 
habitat under the provisions of the 2003 Supplemental Biological Opinion was dismissed by stipulation of 
the parties. 
1V.C. 1 Clean Water Act Litigation. 
In Re Operation of the Missouri River Svstem North Dakota v. United States Armv Corps of Engineers, 
418 F. 3d 915 (8' Cir. 2005). In this Clean Water Act case, the State of North Dakota had filed suit to 
enjoin the Corps fiom releasing water from Gamson Dam and Lake Sakakawea on the grounds that 
lowering the level of the reservoir would violate state-law water-quality standards. The district court had 
dismissed this complaint holding that the CWA preserves the sovereign immunity on behalf of the Corps 
when the Corps authority to maintain navigation is at issue. 
The Eighth Circuit a f f i e d  the District Court's dismissal of North Dakota's complaint. The Court held 
that the CWA's preservation of sovereign immunity, where the Corps authority to maintain navigation 
would be affected, and the principles of preemption both precluded the enforcement of North Dakota's 
state water quality standards against the Corps releases of water from Lake Sakakawea. 
In reaching their decision, the Eighth Circuit noted that the express waiver of sovereign immunity in the 
CWA does not apply in light of 33 U.S.C. $ 1371(a) which on its face exempts the Corps, which operates 
under the authority of the Secretary of the Army, from complying with the CWA when its authority to 
maintain navigation would be affected. The Court stated that there was nothing ambiguous about the 
admonition of $ 137 1 (a) that the CWA "shall not be construed as . . . affecting or impairing the authority of 
the Secretary of the Army . . . to maintain navigation." The court stated that if each state were allowed to 
use its reservoir water-quality standards as a tool to control how the Corps must release water from the 
Main Stem reservoirs, the Secretary's authority to maintain navigation would obviously be affected in 
violation of $ 137 1 (a). 
The court, also, based its holding on the principles of preemption, i.e., "where state law stands as an 
obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of Congress." The court 
found that allowing individual states to use their water-quality standards to control how the Corps balances 
water-use interests would frustrate the design of the 1944 Flood Control Act which authorized the Missouri 
River Main Stem projects for the dominant functions of flood control and downstream navigation and 
secondary interests include irrigation, recreation, fish, and wildlife. 
IV.C.2. Master ManuaVBiological minion Litigation. 
In Re Operation of the Missouri River System, 421 F.3d 618 (8" Cir. 2005). The second of the two cases 
decided by the Eight Circuit involved consolidated appeals by various parties challenging a new manual 
issued by the Corps for operation of the Missouri River Main Stem Reservoir System and biological 
opinions by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service concerning those operations. The District Court 
had granted summary judgment to the Corps and Service on all claims. As indicated below, the Eighth 
Circuit dismissed three claims as moot and affirmed the judgment of the district court on all remaining 
claims. 
In the new Master Manual, the Corps increased water conservation requirements in the upper basin 
reservoirs. Because of this change, navigation would not be supported to the degree set forth in the 
previous manual. Downstream basin states challenged this change as not complying with the 1944 Flood 
Control Act. The Eight Circuit, while relying on language in the Supreme Court case of ETSI Piveline 
Proiect v. Missouri, stating that dominant functions of the Flood Control Act were flooding and navigation 
and secondary purposes included irrigation, recreation, fish, and wildlife, held that the Corps did consider, 
to the extent necessary, downstream navigation interests and that this change did not constitute the 
abandonment of navigation. The downstream States of North Dakota and South Dakota argued that this 
change was not enough to protect recreation in the upper basin, since damage to the upstream recreation 
industry would be more dramatic than that on the navigation industry. Their argument that they should 
receive special priority in light of these economic considerations was also rejected by the Court as there 
was nothing in the FCA that priority of interests under the FCA should shift according to that interest's 
relative economic value. 
Several parties also challenged the Corps consultation with the Service under the ESA. They argued that 
the FCA established a non-discretionary duty to maintain navigation; therefore, the ESA did not apply 
where the agency has no statutory duty to act with discretion. The Eighth Circuit found that compliance 
with the ESA did not prevent the Corps from meeting its statutory authority under the FCA to support 
downstream navigation. The court, however, did indicate that if future circumstances should arise where 
ESA compliance would force abandonment of flood control or downstream navigation, the ESA would not 
apply. 
Several of the claimants challenged the conditional low flows in the 2003 Amended Biological Opinion. In 
the biological opinion the Service had required the Corps to operate summer low flows that would not 
support downstream navigation during the summer months. The biological opinion also provided that if 
the Corps could create 1,200 acres of additional shallow water habitat, it could operate at hlgher levels. 
The Eighth Circuit, based on the Corps successful construction of this habitat, found claims of three parties 
moot because there was no reasonable expectation that the low flows would be implemented. The court 
vacated the District Court's grant of summary judgment with directions to dismiss these claims without 
prejudice. 
Several claims challenged the provisions of the Amended Biological Opinion. Claims that the Service used 
the wrong environmental baseline, had not used the best scientific and commercial data, had improperly 
substituted 1,200 acres of shallow water habitat for the pallid sturgeon low flows, and had improperly 
eliminated the spring rise and low flows for the terns and plovers were rejected by the court. 
The remaining challenges concerned the Corps NEPA process and claims by the Mandan, Hidatsa, and 
Arikara Nation regarding the management of Lake Sakakawea. American Rivers argued that the selection 
of the preferred alternative was arbitrary and capricious because it did not sufficiently explain why it was 
superior to the plan favored by American Rivers. Refemng to a detailed comparative analysis contained in 
the Corps EIS, the court found this claim without merit. The claims by the Tribes were rejected as the 
Court found that the Tribes did not have Article I11 standing, i.e., they had not articulated how reservoir 
operations under the 2004 Master Manual cause an injury that could be redressed by a favorable court 
decision. 
On November 9,2005, the States of North and South Dakota provided notice to the U.S. Department of 
Justice of their intent to seek petitions for writ of certiorari in both decisions issued on August 16,2005, by 
the Eighth Circuit. Since that time, American Rivers has also petitioned for review and the State of 
Nebraska has also filed a conditional petition for review based upon the American Rivers request. 
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2. Data Collected in 2005. 
Survey data at six bends was collected between July and September 2005. All bends are 
located upstream of Omaha, NE. Hydrographic data was collected to define below water 
topography. The hydrographic data was collected at a flow rate that varied between 
27,000 and 29,000 cfs depending upon survey date. Hydrographic data was collected in a 
cross section format with a spacing of about 50 feet between each cross section. 
Bank and structure spot elevations were surveyed to define above water topography. All 
structure top and toe elevations were determined. Structure size varies within each of the 
bends. Bend structures consist of dikes, revetments, and chevrons. 
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) velocity data was collected at the same time 
as the hydrographic data. This information consists of the velocity magnitude and 
direction throughout the water column. The ADCP data was processed to yield the depth 
averaged velocity and direction throughout the bend. 
Data was collected at the bends illustrated in Table 1. 
Table 1. Bend Parameter Summary 
Bend Bend Bend 
Radius Upstr. Downstr Length Radius 
Bend Name Bend Type RM . RM (miles) (ft) 1 
Decatur, Lower Control 25% 687.4 686 1.4 6200 
Peterson Cut-off, Control 
Lower 75% 659.2 657.8 1.4 11100 
Little Sioux Rch, Dike 
Lower Notching 25% 672.8 670.5 2.3 6300 
Dike 
Tysons Notching 75% 655 65 1.6 3.4 8700 
DeSoto Cut-off Major Mod. 75% 644.8 641.8 3 105 00 
Boyer, Lower Major Mod. 25% 636 634.1 1.9 5400 
Total 13.4 
An example of the survey data is illustrated in Figure 1. 
DRAFT 
Figure 1. 2005 Bend Survey Data Example. 
3. 2005 Data Analysis. 
Analysis was performed to evaluate shallow water habitat and habitat duration. 
Survey data for each bend was evaluated with CADD software. A sloping water surface 
was constructed for each bend for a range of flows. The two surveys are evaluated to 
determine flow depth by computing the difference surface between the water surface and 
the river bottom. The difference surface may be shaded to illustrate depth ranges. Shaded 
depth-acreage plots are included in Attachement 1. 
Acreage at each flow rate may also be combined with flow duration data to determine a 
habitat duration curve. The habitat duration curve is useful to illustrate how habitat acres 
vary with flow and comparing these values between bends. Computed values should be 
used with caution and are an approximate integration at each site of shallow water habitat 
with flow duration. The computed habitat duration curves for the six bends is illustrated 
in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Bend Habitat Duration Curves. 
4. 2006 Survey Schedule and Location. 
Survey plans for 2006 include the collection of bend and lidar survey data. 
4.1 2006 Lidar Survey. 
Lidar survey data will be collected in 2006 along the Missouri River in the reach from 
Decatur, NE to Omaha, NE for a distance of approximately 75 river miles. The survey 
will be conducted at low flow in March of 2006. River stage at the time of collection will 
allow a comparison to shallow water habitat collected with the bend surveys of 2005. 
4.2 2006 Bend Survey Schedule and Location. 
Hydrographic and ADCP data will be collected at 20 bends using the same density as 
2005. No above water topographic information will be collected in 2006. Sediment data 
will also be collected at all bends. Within each bend, 24 bed material sediment samples 
are required consisting of 8 samples in the vicinity of 3 separate structures. All samples 
shall be collected with a standard streambed grab sampler such as the BM-54 (preferred) 
or BMH-60. 
For 2006, two bends will be surveyed following the May spring pulse. If the pulse does 
not occur, the bends will be surveyed in July or August. An additional 18 bends will be 
surveyed in the JulyIAugust time frame. The 2006 survey plan will result in physical data 
collection at all 20 bends that are included in the Habitat Assessment and Monitoring 
Plan within the Omaha District. The 2006 bend surveys are illustrated in Table 2. 
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Table 2.2006 Survey Schedule and Location. 
Downstr. Bend 06 Swey River 
Bend Name Bend Type Mile River Mile Length Date 
(1960) ( 1960) (miles) 
Glovers Point,Upper . Control-75% Radius 714.3 712 2.3 JulyIAugust 
Decatur,Lower 
Louisville,Upper 
Little Sioux Rch,Upper 
Little Sioux Rch,Lower 
Peterson Cut-off,Lower 
Tysons 
DeSoto Cut-off 
Calhoun, Lower 
Boyer,Lower 
Tobacco 
Pin Hook 
Van Horns 
Civi1,Upper 
Civi1,Lower A 
Copeland,Lower 
Nebraska 
Otoe 
Hamburg,Upper 
Barney ,Upper 
Control-25% Radius 
Control-25% Radius 
Control-75% Radius 
Dike Notch - 25% Radius 
Control-75% Radius 
Dike Notch - 75% Radius 
Major Mod.- 75% Radius 
Control-25% Radius 
Major Mod.- 25% Radius 
Major Mod.- 75% Radius 
Dike Notch - 25% Radius 
Control-75% Radius 
Control-75% Radius 
Control-25% Radius 
Control-75% Radius 
Dike Notch - 75% Radius 
Control-25% Radius 
Major Mod.- 25% Radius 
Control-25% Radius 
686 
683.4 
674.8 
670.5 
657.8 
651.6 
64 1.8 
637.3 
634.1 
586.3 
576.8 
574.8 
572.8 
57 1.5 
562.9 
560.4 
555.5 
552.9 
549.5 
Total 
JulyIAugust 
July/August 
JulylAugust 
May Pulse 
JulyIAugust 
JulylAugust 
JulyIAugust 
JulyIAugust 
May Pulse 
July/August 
JulyIAugust 
JulyIAugust 
JulyIAugust 
JulyIAugust 
JulyIAugust 
JulylAugust 
JulylAugust 
July/August 
JulylAugust 
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